
Antique sale 861 held on 06th September

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

6th of September
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

6th of September
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not before 1.30pm

6th of September
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 2.15pm

6th of September
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Not before 3.30pm

6th of September
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 851
Not before 3.45pm

6th of September
Rugs and Carpets 881
Not before 4pm

6th of September
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 931
Not before 4.15pm

PUBLIC VIEWING

Friday 1st September 9am - 5pm

Saturday 2nd September 9am - 12 noon

Monday 4th September 9am - 5.30pm

Tuesday 5th September 9am - 7pm

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 An 18ct yellow gold watch bracelet, 107.6 grams, 16.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £2500-3000

2 A half sovereign 1915 in a 5.5 grams 9ct mount £200-250

3 A 18ct yellow gold flat link necklace, 15 grams, 37cm £350-450

This lot is in good condition having no damage or repairs.

4 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Omega wristwatch, the case numbered 1315405, the movement 20772285,
contained in a 35mm case £300-400

This watch is in working order, there are minor scratches to the glass and case, the face has minor pitting and
the winder is replaced

5 A 9ct yellow gold fancy link bracelet 14.2 grams, 20cm £160-190

6 A yellow metal 9ct cluster gem set ring comprising opals, emeralds, turquoise, coral, sapphires, size M 1/2,
25mm, 11.4 grams ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

7 A gentleman's Concord 18ct yellow gold cased calendar quartz wristwatch the dial inscribed Impresario, the
case marked 50-C2-212 1094880, contained in a 35mm case with a leather strap £250-300

There are very minor scratches to the case but the watch is otherwise in good condition. It has a quartz
movement.

8 A yellow metal 9ct bracelet with charm and heart padlock 15.4 grams £180-220

9 An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring approx 1 carat, 2.6 grams, size M ( photo centre pages ) £250-300

All of the diamonds have some inclusions visible with the naked eye. The approximate clarity is Si2. The ring is
otherwise in good condition.

10 A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold Day/Date President Rolex wristwatch contained in a 35mm case with cyclops
over date, the dial inscribed Rolex Oyster Perpetual Day Date with an Arabic motif at 6 o'clock, on a 18ct
bracelet with concealed folding clasp, in working order (there are no papers, box or certificate) ( photo centre
pages ) £8000-10000

There are some minor scratches to the case and glass. The watch is otherwise in good condition. The lot has
been entered by a private source. We are unwilling to open the back or take the bracelet off to see the serial
numbers for fear of damaging the case. The strap is original and marked Rolex

11 A 9ct yellow gold necklace with heart pendant 9.3 grams, 40cm £120-150

12 A yellow metal 21k paste set ring, size N 1/2, 3 grams £80-100

Please note the stones are paste not diamonds as stated in the printed catalogue

13 A yellow metal 9ct heart shaped paste dress ring size Q 1/2, 2.8 grams £40-60

14 A gentleman's yellow metal Omega Constellation wristwatch, the dial inscribed with a bust of the ruler of
Bahrain Sheik Issa, contained in a 35mm case with original winder the movement 505 15769283. The case
229313 2930 SC ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

There is no bracelet with this watch, it is in working condition, the glass and case are scratched

15 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet 18cm and a ditto necklace 40cm, 10.5 grams £140-180

16 A 9ct yellow gold gem set ring 5.3 grams, size Q £50-75

17 A 9ct yellow gold necklace 40cm with a 15ct yellow gold amethyst and seed pearl pendant, the chain 2.3
grams, the pendant 5.7 grams £80-120
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18 A lady's steel cased Cartier Santos de Cartier automatic wristwatch the dial with a gilt coronet with gilt
mounted case 25mm on a steel bracelet with gilt mounts, numbered 090251 152 ( photo centre pages )
£800-1000

This watch is in working condition, there are minor scratches to the case and bracelet

19 An 18ct white metal wedding band 2.8 grams, size M £60-80

20 A 9ct yellow gold garnet cluster ring 5.3 grams size T 1/2 £70-90

21 A yellow metal 585 gem set cluster ring 5.4 grams, size Q £50-75

22 A pair of yellow metal paste set ear studs 5.6 grams £150-180

Please note the stones are paste not diamonds as stated in the printed catalogue

23 A platinum wedding band 3.1 grams, size J 1/2, a 9ct yellow gold bracelet, 2 cross pendants and a cameo
brooch, gross 9.9 grams £100-150

24 A gentleman's gilt cased Omega Seamaster calendar wristwatch contained in a 35mm case, the dial inscribed
with a portrait of the ruler of Bahrain Sheik Issa £200-250

 This watch is in working condition, there are minor scratches to the case and glass, a small graze to the top
front right of the case and it has a replacement strap. We do not have the tool to open the back.

25 A 9ct 3 colour gold necklace 40cm and a ditto bracelet 18cm, 9.9 grams £120-160

26 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet with padlock 13.1 grams, 18cm £160-190

27 Two 9ct yellow gold smoky quartz rings, size L and N, 12.1 grams £70-90

28 A gentleman's yellow metal Garrards wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock contained in a 35mm case number
23511, on a leather strap £100-150

This watch is not in working order, the glass and case are scratched and the face is pitted

29 A 9ct yellow gold quartz dress ring and a cameo ditto, both size L, 10 grams £80-100

30 A yellow metal stamped 333 stylish gold pendant with with a cabochon amethyst 8.6 grams 5cm £120-150

31 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold hardstone set ring size J, a gold signet ring size V and a lady's 9ct gold paste
set ring size Q, gross weight 11.9 grams £70-90

32 A pair of 9ct yellow gold Victorian style amethyst drop earrings 35mm, 7.7 gram s £70-90

33 An 18ct yellow gold topaz and diamond ring size O, 3.4 grams £80-100

34 A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold day/date Rolex Oyster Perpetual wristwatch with cyclops cover to date, the
days and numerals in Arabic script, contained in a 35mm case, the case numbered 1803, the movement 1555
with presentation inscription ( photo centre pages ) £1500-1800

This watch is not working and has a replacement strap, the glass and case are scratched. The inscription on
the back of the case reads "Sir William Luce from the citizens of Aden 1960"

35 A yellow metal 9ct St Christopher pendant, 1 other pendant, 2 earrings, a padlock clasp and a hoop earring,
11.3 grams £130-160

36 A yellow metal garnet set ring size L 1/2 and a pair of ditto ear studs 5.6 grams £60-80

37 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Bueche-Girod wristwatch on a bark finished bracelet 25.2 grams including glass,
contained in original case £280-340

This watch is not currently working. There is some spotting to the dial and some minor scratches to the back of
the case. The case is otherwise in good condition.

38 A yellow metal 585 pendant, a yellow metal heart necklace a 585 yellow metal necklace 46cm and a 9ct ditto
and pendant 35cm, 9ct 0.7 grams, 585 5.6 grams and yellow metal 4.9 grams  11.5 grams £120-150

39 A 9ct yellow gold wedding band size N, together with 5 charms, 9.3 grams £120-150
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40 A 9ct yellow gold necklace 48cm, ditto 36cm, 2 bracelets 18cm, a necklace 17cm, pair of heart shaped drop
earrings and 1 odd earring 10.8 grams £140-180

There is a pair of the heart shaped earrings although only one shown in the photograph

41 A 9ct yellow gold ruby ring, size O, a paste set feather brooch and a paste set heart shaped pendant and
chain, gross weight 14.8 grams £50-75

42 A Victorian yellow metal pearl and ruby ring, size N, 3.4g £50-75

43 A Victorian yellow metal seed pearl and emerald cluster ring size M together with a gilt pencil and small
pendant £30-50

The ring is missing an emerald and has an old repair to the back. It weighs approximately 1.8g.

44 A 9ct yellow gold pearl set tie pin, minor vintage bead necklaces, cufflinks, jewellery and watches £30-40

The beads of the red bead necklace with the metal tassel have a diameter of 9mm. The necklace weighs
approximately 54g.

45 Three silver charm bracelets 130 grams £50-75

47 A gentleman's gilt cased Tissot calendar wristwatch the dial inscribed Sea Star on a leather strap £30-40

This watch is currently in working order.

48 A gentleman's steel cased Tag Heuer quartz calendar professional wristwatch in a 35mm case, numbered
WD1211-K-20 with original bracelet, booklet, inner case, outer case and original bill of sale, in working
condition. £150-200

There are minor scratches to the case and bracelet.

49 A miniature silver spill vase Birmingham 1978 together with a collection of cufflinks, brooch, coins, etc £30-40

50 Four silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery, gross weight 180 grams £80-120

The gross weight listed (180g) includes only the items marked "925" or "silver".

51 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery £40-60

52 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery, compacts, coins etc £70-90

53 An Art Deco 925 marcasite and hardstone ring, minor silver jewellery including necklaces, earrings, etc £40-60

All items in this lot are silver apart from the three English coins.

54 A silver keywind pocket watch, London 1883, a lady's silver fob watch together with a silver mustard spoon
£50-70

55 A Michaela Frey enamelled bangle together with a ditto cross pendant, both boxed £100-150

56 An amber graduated oval bead necklace 86cm, an agate ditto 44cm and a green hardstone bead necklace
40cm £80-120

The largest of the green beads has a diameter of 16mm and the smallest has a diameter of 10mm. The largest
of the amber beads is 12mm x 9mm and the smallest is 8mm x 7mm. The amber drop is 35mm x 27mm x
16mm. The amber beads weigh approximately 39g.

57 A Franklin Mint gilt coin necklace together with a 1977 silver crown £30-40

58 A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery including bangles, necklaces, earrings etc, gross weight 400 grams
£60-80

59 A quantity of loose polished semi-precious stones and minor gilt jewellery £40-50

60 A quantity of various Victorian and later costume jewellery £30-50

61 A gentleman's gilt cased Morris Lacroix calendar wristwatch on a leather strap with original box £50-70

This watch is in working order

62 A lady's gilt cased Gucci wristwatch on a leather strap with box £50-70

63 A lady's steel cased Rotary calendar wristwatch with diamond 5 minute markers and calendar aperture on a
leather strap, with original box £50-75
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64 A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and seed pearl brooch 25mm, a 9ct gold wedding band size N, gross weight 6.1
grams £40-60

65 An 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond ring, the 3 oval cut emeralds approx. 0.60 carat (1 is chipped), the 2
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.03 carat each, 3.9 grams, size O, together with a pair of 9ct yellow gold ear
studs and a bracelet 14cm, gross weight 5.3 grams £120-150

66 A good George II silver lidded tankard of bulbous form, strap work decoration and S scroll handle, having a
pierced thumb piece, the handle engraved OFS, London 1747, maker Richard Gurney and Co, 699 grams,
19cm ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1400

Other than the "OFS" on the handle, this lot does not nor has ever had any engraving. Other than some light
scratches, the lot is in good condition and does not have any repairs.

67 A silver Georgian style coffee pot with ebony handle, Birmingham 1911 20cm, gross weight 338 £80-120

The body is dented and the finial is bent

68 A Georgian design coffee pot of tapered form with ebony handle, Sheffield 1909, 20cm, gross weight 432
grams £120-150

69 A George III oval teapot with ebony mounts and engraved monogram London 1784, 13cm, maker Hester
Bateman, 400 grams £200-250

There are some minor dents to the body and the end of the spout. The lot is otherwise in good condition.

70 An impressive Victorian silver rectangular cigar/cigarette box London 1898, with presentation inscription, 21cm
£100-150

71 An Edwardian silver 7 bar arched silver toast rack Sheffield 1910 249 grams, 14cm £80-120

72 A Georgian Scottish silver gilt leaf shaped Madeira label 35 grams, rubbed marks £80-120

73 A Victorian silver leaf shaped claret label London 1861 32 grams ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

74 A silver octagonal barrel shaped mug with C scroll handle Birmingham 1929, 8.5cm, 186 grams £100-140

75 A Victorian silver 3 piece demi-fluted tea set with ebony handle, the teapot London 1893, the milk jug and
sugar bowl Birmingham 1892, gross weight 855 grams, in original fitted case £300-400

This lot has some minor wear to the exterior of the case but is otherwise in good condition

76 A set of Edwardian cutlery comprising 12 dessert forks with Edwardian silver prongs London 1906 and 12
dessert knives, 11 with plated blades and hardstone handles and one with a silver blade London 1878 (3 forks
repaired) £100-150

77 An Edwardian novelty repousse silver vesta in the form of a sabretache cavalry pouch 13th Hussars, 242
grams gross, Sheffield 1909, Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co Ltd ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

This lot is in good condition. It measures 1.7cm in height, 8.5cm in length and the widest part is 7.5cm. It
weighs 242g.

78 A Continental silver miniature repousse box in the form of a longcase clock 10.5cm, 68 grams £50-75

79 A William IV silver 7 bar toast rack on shell feet, London 1836, 17cm, 218 grams £100-150

This lot is in good condition having no breaks or repairs.

80 A Victorian silver demi fluted cup with wooden socle, London 1882, 104 grams, 14cm £30-50

This lot is dented

81 A pair of Edwardian silver sauce boats with S scroll handles and hoof feet Sheffield 1910, 14cm, 249 grams
£80-120

83 An Indian white metal gavel engraved "Presented to Lady Fitzherbert as a memento of the launching of the
Royal Indian Navy's M.S. trawler Travancore at Garden Reach Workshops on 7th July 1941" 17cm, 235
grams, contained in a fitted case £100-150
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84 A Victorian repousse silver heart shaped bon bon dish, London 1897, a pair of small ditto Birmingham 1897,
120 grams £50-75

85 A George III Scottish silver 4 piece oval tea set with gilt interiors comprising teapot with ebony mounts, sugar
bowl, milk jug and teapot stand Edinburgh 1802, maker W and P Cunningham, gross weight 1070 grams (
photo centre pages ) £700-900

86 A 5 piece silver tea set with shaped rims, the teapot with ebony handle and finial Sheffield 1915 together with a
matching milk jug, cream jug, sugar bowl, tea strainer and stand, Sheffield 1962, gross weight 1846 grams (
photo centre pages ) £800-1000

87 An Edwardian demi fluted silver cream jug and sugar bowl, Birmingham 1902, 273 grams £50-80

88 A silver repousse bowl with lion knees and claw feet London 1929, 155 grams £40-60

89 A set of 6 silver coffee spoons Sheffield 1919, a cased presentation spoon, hair brush clothes and Continental
bottle holder, weighable silver 86 grams £40-60

90 A silver plated mounted desk set comprising blotter, inkwell and pen, contained in a fitted box £30-40

91 A middle Eastern silver mounted Jambiya with horn handle contained in a fitted case £150-200

92 An Egyptian white metal coffee set comprising coffee pot and 6 cups, 363 grams, cased £100-150

93 A Victorian silver fork Edinburgh 1844, minor silver cutlery, 525 grams £150-180

94 A cast silver caddy spoon with vinous handle London 1983, 25 grams £30-40

95 Eleven Victorian silver fiddle pattern teaspoons with engraved armorial Edinburgh 1853, 198 grams £50-75

96 A silver tazza with pierced decoration together with a plain ditto, both weighted and Birmingham 1913 £40-60

   The plain bowl is dented

97 A set of 9 silver dinner forks with engraved monogram, Sheffield 1916, 700 grams £200-250

98 Ten silver dessert forks with engraved monogram, Sheffield 1934, 495 grams £150-180

99 Four silver teaspoons Sheffield 1915 and 13 silver cake forks Sheffield 1944, 286 grams £60-80

100 A pair of silver ashtrays Birmingham 1925, a silver toast rack, mustard, trophy cup, 3 silver peppers and 11
silver handled pistol grip butter knives, weighable silver 336 grams £100-150

101 A silver plated model of a standing race horse, raised on a wooden plinth, 14cm £40-60

102 A set of 6 Edwardian silver coffee spoons in a fitted case Sheffield 1906, a pair of silver bon bon dishes
Sheffield 1906, silver butter knife, fork and 2 silver mounted glass kettle stands, weighable silver 260 grams,
together with plated kettle stand £80-100

All of the kettle stands in this lot are in good condition having no lifting to the silver. The hinge for the spoon
case is broken and all items have some minor scratches but are otherwise in good condition.

103 An Edwardian silver napkin ring London 1909, 4 others, 155 grams £40-60

104 A silver cut glass mounted inkwell Birmingham 1946, 5.5cm £30-40

105 An Art Deco silver engine turned cigarette case Birmingham 1932, gross weight 122 grams £30-40

106 A silver coin set Armada dish London 1953, 87 grams £30-40

This lot has a diameter of 11.5cm.

107 A silver match holder with engine turned decoration Birmingham 1926, a dish, a box, vesta and 9 silver
spoons, 248 grams £50-75

108 A silver cigarette case with engraved decoration and monogram Birmingham 1918, gross weight 89 grams
£30-40

109 A silver engine turned hand mirror with engraved monogram Birmingham 1928, minor dents, together with a
silver mother of pearl fruit knife, hair brush and trinket box £30-40

110 A pair of octagonal silver peppers London 1927, 79 grams £40-60

111 A Victorian silver cigarette case Birmingham 1884, 6 coffee spoons, 84 grams £40-50
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112 An Edwardian silver pedestal rose bowl Birmingham 1910, 12cm, 162 grams £40-60

There are minor dents to this lot

113 An Edwardian silver cream jug with ball feet Birmingham 1905, 87 grams £35-45

114 An Edwardian silver shell shaped butter dish Sheffield 1907, 73 gram £40-60

115 A Victorian silver trophy cup Sheffield 1899, 5 napkin rings, a scent bottle and funnel £40-60

116 A white metal repousse photograph frame with floral decoration 36cm £50-75

117 A pair of tapered silver spill vases Birmingham 1924, 20cm, weighted bases £60-80

118 A Victorian style repousse silver easel mirror with scroll decoration and vacant cartouche, London 1987, 38cm
£70-90

119 A stylish Art Nouveau hammer pattern silver plated two handled trophy with presentation inscription, 21cm
£30-50

121 A Victorian cut glass inkwell with a silver lid London 1893, 10cm £80-100

The lid is squashed and there are minor chips to the glass

122 A Victorian silver serving spoon London 1897, 2 other spoons, 127 grams £30-40

123 A 925 standard enamelled figure of an owl 28 grams, 4cm £30-40

124 A George IV silver oval teapot stand London 1821, 17cm, 180 grams £40-60

This stand is ever so slightly bent so does not quite sit flat. Other than some minor scratches, it is generally in
good condition having no damage or restoration.

125 A Continental 925 standard guilloche enamelled cigarette case 85 grams, 8cm £30-40

The press button is missing

126 An Edwardian silver cigarette case Birmingham 1902, gross weight 46 grams £30-40

127 An engraved silver cigarette case, with engraved monogram, Birmingham 1922, gross weight 77 grams £30-40

128 An Edwardian rectangular silver cigarette box with engraved monogram, Birmingham 1901, 14cm £30-40

129 A set of 12 silver apostle spoons and sugar tongs, Birmingham 1908, 121 grams, in a fitted case £40-60

130 A silver 2 handled trophy cup with waisted stem, Sheffield 1922 by Walker and Hall, 688 grams, 28cm, with
wooden socle £250-300

131 A Victorian silver plated ink stand with lidded box, chamber stick, finial and 2 mounted glass bottles with
William IV silver lids , bearing armorial 26cm £50-75

132 A pair of Victorian silver Corinthian column candlesticks on stepped bases Sheffield 1898, 24cm £100-150

These sticks are in good condition having no damage or repairs and the sconces are removable. The sticks
are solid silver with weighted bases.

133 A silver mounted biscuit barrel with patented opening lid, Birmingham 1911, 13cm £30-40

There are chips to the interior glass rim but the lot is otherwise in good condition.

134 A William IV silver 7 bar toast rack on scroll feet, Sheffield 1833, maker James Dixon and Sons, 275 grams
£100-150

135 An Edwardian silver octagonal sugar shaker, Sheffield 1920 by Walker and Hall, 252 grams, 23.5cm £80-120

There are several dents to this lot

136 A Queen Anne style coffee pot with beech handle, London 1934, gross weight 292 grams, 18cm £80-120

There are dents to this lot

137 A George V pierced silver swing handle basket on scroll feet 471 grams, maker Mappin and Webb, 25cm,
Sheffield 1913 £180-220

Five small sections of the pierced decoration are slightly bent but this can be easily rectified. The lot is
otherwise in good condition.
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138 A Victorian silver salver with shell and scroll rim, raised on claw and ball feet with later engraved crest, London
1888, by Frederick Elkington, 563 grams, 27cm £200-250

139 Three George V silver bon bon dishes in the form of trugs by James Dixon and Sons, Sheffield 1913, 112
grams, 12cm £80-120

140 A Victorian repousse silver sugar shaker with vacant cartouches and leaves, Birmingham 1894, maker Henry
Matthews, 255 grams, 21cm £80-120

141 A pair of Victorian repousse fluted peppers on scroll feet, Birmingham 1886, 6cm, 43 grams, contained in
original fitted case £40-50

142 A George III silver pierced fish slice, London 1789, maker Joseph Smith, 131 grams £40-60

143 An Edwardian pierced silver 2 handled dish on pad feet Sheffield 1909, 180 grams, 21cm £60-80

144 A Victorian circular silver salver with beaded rim on claw and ball feet, London 1875, 25cm, 505 grams
£200-250

There are dents to this lot

145 An Edwardian silver card tray with Chippendale rim on claw and ball feet Sheffield 1905, 21cm, 460 grams
£150-180

146 A Georgian silver pierced lemon strainer with scroll handles, 71 grams, 15cm, (hallmarks rubbed) ( photo
centre pages ) £200-250

147 A Georgian style silver cream jug with S scroll handle on ball feet London 1923, 197 grams, by The Goldsmiths
and Silversmiths Company £70-90

148 A George V circular silver fluted bowl London 1911, 143 grams, 12.5cm £40-50

149 A Victorian silver Britannia standard cream jug with strap work decoration on pad feet and S scroll handle,
London 1881, by Holland Aldwinkle and Slater, 124 grams, 9cm £40-50

150 A Victorian silver repousse cream jug and sugar bowl Sheffield 1887, 338 grams £100-150

151 A George III silver teapot with ribbed decoration on ball feet, London 1810, gross weight 569 grams £200-250

152 A Victorian repousse silver bowl with vacant cartouche and floral decoration on pad feet, Birmingham 1882, 90
grams, 9.5cm £35-45

153 A set of 4 Georgian silver spirit labels - Madeira, Claret, Port and Sherry, maker Robert Gray, made in
Edinburgh, 37 grams £60-80

The date letters are rubbed and the hallmarks have been printed on the pierced sections. All labels have some
minor dents to the edges.

154 A George III boat shaped silver snuffer tray London 1800, 103 grams, 24.5cm £40-60

155 A Georgian style silver card tray with Chippendale rim on scroll feet 19cm, London 1917, 328 grams £120-150

156 A set of 4 George III repousse silver table salts with vacant cartouches and floral decoration on hoof weight 1
hallmarked London 1769 and 4 later spoons, 169 grams £60-80

157 A set of 4 Victorian repousse silver table salts with floral decoration, shell knees and pad feet, London 1888,
together with 4 Victorian spoons, maker Charles Stewart Harris, gross weight 212 grams £70-90

158 A Victorian silver sauce boat with wavy rim, S scroll handle, shell knees and hoof feet Birmingham 1897, 201
grams £50-75

159 A pair of George III silver oval salts with pierced and armorial decoration on claw and ball feet, having blue
glass liners, London 1777, 89 grams £40-60

160 A Continental white metal caddy spoon with galleon handle by Berthold Hermann Muller, 17 grams £30-40

161 A George III silver salver with egg and dart border, claw and ball feet and engraved crest, London 1774, maker
Richard Rugg I, 1759 grams, 41cm ( photo centre pages ) £500-700
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162 An Art Deco silver 5 bar hoop toast rack, Sheffield 1933 for Harrods, 84 grams, 8cm £40-60

163 An Edwardian silver coin holder Birmingham 1909, a gun metal sovereign case and 2 other items £40-60

There are no markings on the whistle.

164 A pair of Continental white metal square dishes 61 grams, 8cm, together with a silver plated tobacco box 12cm
£30-40

165 Eighteen Continental metal apostle spoons and a ditto mustard spoon, 168 grams £40-60

166 A Victorian silver Old English butter knife London 1898, 3 sifter spoons, 2 mustard spoons and a hammered
spoon, 135 grams £40-50

167 A pair of Edwardian repousse silver pepperettes, 2 mustards, 2 salt holders together with a hair tidy, weighable
silver 218 grams £50-75

168 A set of 6 Victorian silver apostle spoons and tongs, London 1885, 65 grams £30-40

169 A silver pierced bon bon dish on scroll feet, Birmingham 1913, 83 grams, 13cm £30-40

170 A pair of Victorian table salts on ball feet with spoons, Sheffield 1869, 83 grams £30-40

171 A set of 11 Victorian silver teaspoons with shell ends and tongs, London 1884, 162 grams, cased £50-75

172 A Victorian silver circular bowl with ribbed decoration on ball feet, Birmingham 1886, 49 grams, 8cm £30-40

173 A set of 6 silver apostle teaspoons and sugar tongs, Sheffield 1915, 107 grams, in a fitted box £40-50

174 An Art Deco silver plated Dunhill cigarette lighter rule, 32.5cm £80-120

Part of the mechanism is missing, there are some minor scratches to the body, it is currently not in working
order

175 A 19th Century gilt metal tie pin with cameo portrait bust of a gentleman contained in a leather case £40-60

The cameo measures 17mm x 12mm. It is in good condition.

176 A yellow metal bracelet with a 15ct yellow gold padlock and minor charms, 26.3 grams gross £250-300

This bracelet is in good condition and the padlock clasp is functioning properly. Only six of the eight charms
are gold. The bracelet is approximately 20cm long

177 A lady's E Moser wristwatch contained in an 18ct yellow gold case on a yellow metal strap, gross weight
including glass 13.5 grams £80-120

178 A lady's Excalibur 9ct yellow gold wristwatch contained on a yellow metal bracelet, gross weight including
glass 12.5 grams £100-150

179 A yellow metal 9ct diamond ring in the form of an S, 1.9 grams, size M 1/2 and minor jewellery £40-60

180 A Victorian style repousse silver rectangular photograph frame Sheffield 2011, 26cm x 19cm, boxed £60-80

181 A silver engine turned compact Birmingham 1958, together with 4 spoons, a white metal miniature figure, a
pendant and chain, weighable silver 174 grams £70-90

182 A 3 piece silver dressing table set comprising hand mirror and 2 clothes brushes, Birmingham 1913 £30-40

183 A Continental 935 standard mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £30-40

In working order

184 A silver plated figure of a greyhound raised on a marble base with glass dome 17cm £50-75

185 A George IV silver Old English ladle with engraved armorial, Glasgow 1824, 243 grams £60-80

186 Twelve Victorian silver Old English table spoons with engraved armorial Exeter 1853, 738 grams £200-250

187 Eighteen Victorian silver fiddle pattern dessert spoons with engraved armorial, Exeter 1854, 650 grams
£200-250

188 Ten George IV Old English pattern table forks with engraved armorial Edinburgh 1827, 654 grams £200-250

189 Twelve Victorian silver Old English dessert forks with engraved armorial Exeter 1854 363 grams £120-150

190 A pair of William IV Old English silver basting spoons with engraved armorial, London 1834, 199 grams
£80-100
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191 A set of 6 Victorian silver Old English dinner forks with engraved armorial, London 1893, 448 grams £140-180

192 A Victorian silver hunting flask of conical form with cup base, Birmingham 1870, 286 grams, 27cm, ( photo
centre pages ) £200-300

193 An Edwardian silver repousse flower bowl with demi-fluted decoration, London 1904, 332 grams, 13cm, with
presentation inscription £100-140

194 A pair of Edwardian octagonal silver tapered candlesticks, London 1907, 21cm, weighted £80-120

195 A George V silver desk top aide memoire of sloping form with original fitted notepaper and propelling pencil,
London 1911, maker Asprey & Co, 11cm £150-200

196 A George III miniature silver Corinthian column candlestick 5cm, a pair of Victorian repousse silver miniature
heart shaped chambersticks, Birmingham 1891 4cm, 24 grams £40-60

197 An Edwardian miniature silver novelty pin cushion in the form of an elephant, Birmingham 1909, 3cm £40-50

The elephant is dented

198 An impressive Victorian silver mounted glass biscuit barrel with repousse swirling lid, London 1896, 16cm (
photo centre pages ) £180-220

199 A silver 2 handled trophy cup with engraved inscription, Birmingham 1937, 162 grams, 12cm, with wooden
socle £40-50

200 A Victorian silver demi fluted teapot with ebony handle, Sheffield 1863, gross weight 494 grams £80-120

201 A Victorian silver shell shaped butter dish Sheffield 1895 with a butter knife 1894, in original fitted box £50-75

202 A George III silver miniature chamber stick with egg and dart rim (no snuffer), London 1809, 4cm £30-50

203 An Edwardian repousse silver heart shaped dish London 1903, 10.5cm and a silver Armada dish London
1974, 156 grams £40-60

204 A Victorian silver mounted cut glass inkwell with scroll lid, London 1885, 7cm £30-40

205 A silver bulbous hot water jug with wooden mount, gross weight 287 grams, rubbed marks, (handle detached)
£40-60

There are numerous dents to this lot, the finial is broken

206 A Georgian silver urn shaped pepper on square base, rubbed hallmarks, probably London 1805, 111 grams,
9cm £40-50

Minor dents and crooked

207 A pair of Indian white metal repousse pedestal bowls decorated with flowers and animals 11.5cm, 198 grams
£40-60

208 A Victorian silver 5 bar dome topped toast rack on bun feet, London 1883, 85 grams £30-50

209 A Victorian silver cased lantern clock with pierced domed top and brass bell the circular chapter ring with
Roman numerals, engraved floral centre, raised on ball feet, inscribed on the back "I serve ye here wythe all
my myghte to tell ye hours by daye and nyghte, therefore example take by me and serve thy God as I serve
ye", Edinburgh 1887, maker AC, 21cm ( photo centre pages ) £700-900

There are some scratches to the dial and some of the numerals. The clock is currently in working order and is
otherwise generally in good condition.

210 A pair of Indian white metal waisted baluster vases decorated with figures, flowers and animals 11cm £80-100

211 A pair of Indian white metal repousse heart shaped dishes decorated with lions and elephants, building and
trees, 13cm, 172 grams £40-60

212 A European repousse silver dish decorated with a blacksmiths scene with pierced rim, having import marks for
London 1881, 13cm, 77 grams £30-40
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213 A silver mounted tortoiseshell timepiece with swing handle, raised on ball feet, the mounts London 1859,
stamped French movement, 14cm to handle £150-200

This clock is in working condition, the front middle glass mount is probably replaced

214 An Edwardian silver heart shaped trinket box Birmingham 1901, 5cm, circular silver ashtray, a silver caddy
spoon with shell bowl, 90 grams £30-40

215 An engraved silver matchbox holder London 1911, a smaller Edwardian ditto Birmingham 1909, 3 spoons, a
photo frame and a fruit knife, weighable silver 109 grams £30-40

216 A Victorian cast and pierced silver photograph frame depicting classical figures, urns and scrolling flowers,
London 1885, maker Rosenthal, Jacob and Co, 18cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

217 A pair of Victorian silver repousse scroll demi fluted bowls containing clear glass liners, London 1867, 4cm,
together with a pair of repousse silver spill vases weighted, London 1883, 11cm, weighable silver 70 grams
£30-50

218 A Dutch white metal repousse miniature dining table with a hinged lid decorated with cavorting cherubs,
together with 5 dining chairs, 250 grams £60-80

The table base is detached and 1 leg is detached, 3 chairs are damaged

219 Three silver mounted toilet boxes with engraved scroll decoration and monogram, London 1877 and 1880
£30-40

220 An Edwardian silver mounted glass toilet box Birmingham 1905, 3 ditto bottles £30-40

221 A Victorian cameo portrait brooch decorated with masks together with a white metal Simba bracelet and a
white metal bangle £40-60

222 An Indian white metal repousse dressing table set comprising hand mirror, 2 hair brushes and 3 clothes
brushes decorated with elephants, tigers, trees and leaves £50-75

223 A pair of Edwardian silver mounted hairbrushes, ditto clothes brush, hand mirror, 3 clothes brushes, hair brush
and a crumb brush, rubbed marks £40-60

224 A quantity of 800 standard, 925 standard and sterling silver enamelled souvenir spoons, 478 grams £100-150

225 A quantity of 800 standard, 925 standard and sterling silver enamelled souvenir spoons, 466 grams £100-120

226 A quantity of 925 standard and sterling silver souvenir spoons, 383 grams £80-120

227 A Masonic 14ct gold and enamelled Past Masters jewel Hillingdon Lodge no.2174, boxed, 8 grams £100-150

Image of reverse added.

228 A Masonic 9ct gold Past Masters jewel, missing top section, 11 grams £70-90

The square on this jewel is engraved.

229 A Masonic silver gilt and enamelled Ancient and Accepted Rite Rose Croix 18th Degree collar jewel London
1953, 75 grams £50-75

230 An Edwardian Knights Templar silver, gilt and enamelled breast star London 1905, 66 grams gross ( photo
centre pages ) £60-80

231 A Masonic 9ct gold Past Masters jewel, 14 grams £80-120

232 A Masonic Victorian silver and enamelled Knights Templar breast star London 1862, 29 grams £50-75

Slight tear to 1 of the stars, the enamel is damaged

233 Two Masonic silver gilt and enamelled Founders Jewels Hillingdon Lodge no.3174, Initiate and Founding DC
£50-75

Image of reverse added.

234 A Masonic 9ct gold and enamelled Past Masters jewel Hillingdon Lodge no.3174, 11 grams, cased £100-150

Image of reverse added.
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235 A Masonic Edwardian silver Past Masters collar jewel London 1901 and 1 other London 1922, 22 grams
£50-75

236 A Masonic silver miniature Hall Stone jewel, together with a Mark Master Masons breast jewel, the bars
marked NCT £50-75

237 A Masonic Victorian silver and enamelled Knights Templar breast star London 1879, 53 grams gross £60-80

238 Two Masonic silver gilt and enamelled Past Masters breast jewels Hillingdon Lodge no.3174, 1 cased, £40-60

239 Three Masonic silver Hall Stone jewels 87 grams £40-60

Image of reverse added.

240 A Masonic silver tyler's collar jewel inscribed Hillingdon Lodge no.3174, 22 grams £40-50

241 Two Masonic silver gilt Royal Arch Companion breast jewels together with 1 other base metal with silver bars
£40-60

242 A Masonic silver gilt and enamelled Centenary jewel Fawcett Lodge no.661, a Mark silver charity jewel with
bars and 1 other charity jewel £40-60

243 Four Masonic silver Royal Hospital Life Governors breast jewels, 153 grams £60-80

244 A Masonic R.M.I.G. silver and enamel charity jewel 1917 together with 3 other silver charity jewels £40-60

245 A Masonic gilt metal and enamel jewel to commemorate Queen Victoria's 1887 Jubilee together with a letter
from Toye Kenning and a Grand Lodge Duke of Connaught 1917 bi-centennial jewel £40-60

246 A Masonic silver gilt and enamel Past Masters jewel - Lodge of Integrity no.5251 £40-60

247 A Masonic gilt metal and enamel Great Priory of Malta collar jewel, a Knights Templar base metal star, 2 ditto
breast jewels, a Knight of Malta breast jewel and 2 Rose Croix collar jewels (1 f) £40-60

248 A collection of Masonic gilt metal and enamelled charity jewels £40-60

249 Four Masonic silver plated Past Masters collar jewels, a Mark Past Masters collar jewel, a Ram Past
Commanders collar jewel, a Supreme Grand Chapter collar jewel, 2 Royal Arch Chapter Zeds jewels, 2 Royal
Arch Chapter past Zeds jewels, a Provincial Grand Chapter collar jewel and an ADC's jewel £40-60

250 A collection of 800 standard 925 and sterling silver souvenir spoons, 334 grams £70-90

251 A collection of 800 standard, 925 and sterling silver souvenir spoons, 379 grams £80-100

252 A quantity of 800 standard, 925 and sterling silver souvenir spoons, 405 grams £80-100

253 A silver spill vase Birmingham 1925, 12cm, dented, an oval white metal box, a napkin ring and a mechanical
pocket watch £50-75

254 A Victorian silver mounted horn snuff mull Birmingham, set with a hardstone 9cm £50-75

There is a chip to the end of the horn and the lid is detached

255 An Art Deco silver engine turned compact, Birmingham 1936, a capstan inkwell and a mustard 153 grams
gross £30-40

256 An Edwardian white metal mounted crystal arrow brooch 11cm £30-40

257 Four silver fobs and minor silver jewellery including watches £40-50

258 A collection of vintage costume jewellery and pin badges £40-60

259 A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery £30-40

260 An Edwardian metal mechanical Goliath pocket watch contained in a tortoiseshell case (a/f) £30-40

261 A George III silver sauce boat with S scroll handle, shell knees and hoof feet, London 1773, 119 grams
£80-100

Numerous dents to this lot

262 An Edwardian silver candlestick with repousse decoration Birmingham 1906 16cm £30-40

There are minor dents to this lot
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263 A gentleman's steel cased Tag Heuer automatic calendar wristwatch with pale blue bezel and calendar dial,
inscribed Automatic 300m contained in a 43mm case WAB2011 GJ5458 on original bracelet in working
condition with box, outer box and paperwork £300-400

There are very minor scratches to the bezel, case and bracelet. We believe the watch to be in good to fair
condition. The watch was purchased in 2006.

264 A gentleman's steel cased Bulova chronograph wristwatch, quartz movement with 3 subsidiary dials, the dial
inscribed 262KHZ with calendar aperture and black bezel, contained in a 45mm case on original bracelet, the
back stamped Apollo 15 July 26, 1971 to August 7, 1971 Eva - 3 August 2, 1971 Hadley Rille/Apennines 26.1
3N 3.63E complete with box and paperwork £300-400

This watch is in working order, there are some very minor scratches to the bracelet and case

265 A gentleman's steel cased Marine-Star automatic day/date wristwatch with black bezel and blue dial contained
on a steel bracelet, contained in a 35mm case in working order £100-150

The glass, bezel, case and bracelet are scratched

266 A gentleman's steel cased Davosa wristwatch with calendar aperture and red rotating bezel, contained in a
35mm case, numbered 1023-505, on a steel bracelet, boxed £200-250

The bezel, case and bracelet have minor scratches.

267 A string of graduated amber beads, 84cm £200-300

268 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery and watches £50-75

269 A gentleman's gilt cased quartz wristwatch on a leather strap, a ditto calendar wristwatch on a gilt bracelet
£30-40

270 A novelty silver plated sugar box in the form of a coal scuttle with shovel, 3 silver condiments and minor
costume jewellery £30-50

271 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold signet ring, size Q 1/2, a yellow metal pendant and cross, gross weight 2.5
grams £40-60

272 A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery, gross weight 97 grams £30-40

273 A Victorian gilt oval agate brooch 75mm £30-50

274 A First World War War medal and Victory medal to 213263.1.A.M.F.G.S.Wilton RAF together with 2 badges
and a miniature postcard album £40-50

275 A National Service medal and miniature boxed, a Royal Army Medical Corps belt and buckle, a quantity of
Royal Observer Corps cloth metal badges £30-40

276 A Victorian commemorative medallion and minor cloth and metal badges etc £30-40

277 A First World War group of medals comprising British War medal, Victory medal and 1914-15 Star to 3781
Pte.W.G.Foster 14/Lond.R together with minor medallions etc £40-60

278 A Boer War Christmas 1900 souvenir tin £30-50

279 A Christmas 1914 tin containing a packet of tobacco, empty cigarette packet and photograph of Queen Mary
£50-70

280 Maundy Money 2003, 6 sets of sealed Maundy Money containing 1, 2, 3 and 4 pence coins together with a half
set comprising 3 and 4 pence coins, contained in a white leather pouch and a red leather pouch together with
a ticket for Gloucester Cathedral distribution of The Royal Maundy Thursday 17th April 2003 together with
associated correspondence and programme ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

281 A Westminster bronze commemorative medallion 175th Anniversary of The Penny Black boxed, together with
minor crowns and coins £30-50

282 A quantity of pre-1947 coinage, 432 grams £80-120

283 Three albums of mixed world coins and crowns £30-40
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284 Five albums of world coins together with a collection of commemorative crowns and medallions £50-75

Additional images added.

285 Thirteen albums of Great Britain coinage together with 9 sets of proof coinage of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland 1970, 1971 (x2), 1972 (x2), 1974, 1976, 1981 and 1982 £70-90

286 A silver commemorative crown and 4  cased sets of coins £40-50

287 A collection of commemorative crowns and coinage £30-50

288 A 1995 United Kingdom uncirculated coin set, minor commemorative crowns and coins £30-50

289 A large collection of commemorative crowns £30-40

290 A large quantity of mainly UK mixed coinage £30-40

291 A large quantity of thrupenny bits £30-50

292 A novelty cigarette lighter in the form of a Rolls Royce radiator 9cm £50-70

The case has some minor scratches but is otherwise in good condition. Although original to the case, the
lighter is slightly loose fitting so when you attempt to strike it, it falls down into the case.

293 Six vintage gilt and paste set basket compacts £40-50

294 A pair of Art Nouveau style repousse silver photograph frames London 1987, 9cm £40-60
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a reclining lioness 30cm £50-75

402 A Bing and Grondahl white glazed figure of a standing Terrier 20cm £40-60

This lot is in good condition having no damage or restoration.

403 A Royal Copenhagen vase decorated with swans in flight no.83/1973/1217 24cm £50-70

404 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a reclining tiger signed L Jensen 714 30cm £50-70

This lot is in good condition having no damage or restoration. It is signed L Jensen.

405 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a seated fox 1475, 14cm £30-50

This lot is in good condition having no damage or restoration.

406 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a reclining Great Dane 1452/1679 22cm £30-50

407 A Bing and Grondahl figure of a standing Wire haired Terrier 2072 9cm, a Danish Terrier puppy 1452/3086
10cm, a Royal Copenhagen group of 2 puppies playing 1453/2270 7cm and 2 ditto Spaniel Puppies playing
1453/453 9cm £40-60

All items in this lot are in good condition having no damage or restoration.

408 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a milkmaid and cow 779, 15cm £40-50

409 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a standing polar bear 321 15cm, ditto of a standing bear 1233/2841 15cm
£30-50

410 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a standing child with teddy bear 3468 18cm, ditto of a boy fisherman 3556
17cm £30-40

411 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a seated girl knitting 1314 15cm, a Bing and Grondahl figure of a boy 1759
15cm £30-50

412 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a standing workman 620/202 22cm £30-40

413 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a seated boy whittling 905 19cm £30-40

414 A Royal Copenhagen group of 2 doves 402 14cm, a ditto of 2 white rabbits 518 8cm, 2 mice 521 8cm and 3
birds 1045 8.5cm £30-50

415 A modern Lalique scent bottle - Claire Fontaine with label 11cm ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

416 A Julien Viard frosted glass box and cover with geometric decoration 10cm together with a similar scent bottle
8cm £40-60

417 An Art Deco American hexagonal clear glass scent bottle 17cm, a Continental scent bottle decorated with
figures - Violetta di Parma 14cm (chipped), an amber glass scent bottle base etched R Lalique 16cm and a
modern scent bottle £40-60

418 Four 1930's Zenobia glass talc holders 13cm, a ditto 11cm £30-40

All of the holders in this lot have some fairly considerable loss to the paintwork and some of the labels are
peeling or have losses but all are otherwise generally in good condition

419 An Ashtead Pottery figure of Mary and The Boy Child by Phoebe Stabler marked M34 24cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-140

This lot has some minor scratches and two small grazes to the blue glaze on the figure's legs. The cream
sections are crazed. The lot is otherwise in good condition.
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420 Lalique, a glass figure of a standing horse Cheval Debout  raised on a rectangular metal base 14cm h
£200-250

421 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a seated bear 3014, ditto of a seated bear 1233/1124, both 6cm together with a
leaf shaped dish with frog 2477 10cm £40-60

422 A Victorian Staffordshire Band of Hope figure group of 2 children, base marked 1847, 18cm h £30-50

Restoration to flags

423 A 20th Century Dresden group of a boy and a girl feeding chickens on a rococo base 12291V 14cm £30-40

424 F R Budd, 4 circular porcelain dishes - 2 decorated still life studies of fruits, 2 decorated cock pheasants 8cm,
the reverse marked painted by F R Budd (formerly of Royal Worcester) £100-150

One dish of each pair have a small flaw to the outside of the rims. All have some minor wear to the gilding and
minor contact marks but are otherwise in good condition.

426 A Royal Worcester blush porcelain miniature mug decorated with flowers 4cm, a 2 handled ditto 3.5cm, a jug
G1022 4.5cm (a/f) and 2 rouge pots decorated with a bird and flowers 3cm £40-50

427 Eleven miniature Swarovski Crystal figures - cockerel 5cm, duck 4cm, fox cub 3cm, rabbit 3cm, kitten 3cm,
goldfish 4cm, duck 3cm (bill loose), chick 2cm, 3 chicks 3cm (1 beak loose) together with 11 mirrored stands
£40-60

428 Four Caithness paperweights - Gold Rush W51604 7cm, Dew Drops R12058 7cm, Wise Old Owl (large)
W11900 7cm and Lilac White Spiral (flat front) 7cm, all boxed £40-60

429 Eleven Swarovski Crystal miniature animals comprising blowfish 5cm, cockerel 3cm, squirrel 5cm, 2 mice 2cm,
piglet 2cm, penguin 3cm, swan 2cm, 3 chicks 1cm, all boxed £40-60

430 Four Caithness paperweights - Thoughtfulness dated 2001 numbered 628 9.5cm, Crystal Carousel (blue)
T59873 dated 2002 9cm, Blessings 55829 7cm and Crystal Carousel (blue) T60757 10cm, all boxed £40-60

431 Eight Swarovski Crystal animals comprising fox 5cm, owl 6cm, kingfisher 7cm, cat 7cm, dog 7cm, dachshund
8cm, butterfly 5cm and mouse 7cm, all boxed £50-75

432 Three Caithness crystal paperweights - Alchemist no.156 of 750 10cm, Silver Jubilee no.10 of 100 10cm and
Firework Orchid no.192 of 500 9cm, all boxed £40-60

433 Three Caithness crystal paperweights - small owl 7cm, Tutti Frutti 2012 9cm Moonbeam 211159 7cm, and
another of an owl all boxed £40-60

434 An 18th Century ochre Delft tile decorated with a pig, framed, 11cm £30-40

The tile is cracked down the middle and has several small scratches. There appears to be a small chip on the
bottom edge, under the frame.

437 A 19th Century goblet on octagonal base decorated Masonic symbols 15cm £40-60

438 An 19th Century cut glass tumbler decorated Masonic symbols, Old Haileyburian  Lodge 3912 GF Campbell
£40-60

439 A Victorian vaseline glass vase with wavy rim 13cm £30-50

440 A mid Century studio vase of oviform form, gilt and black decoration 37cm, a 3 colour glass ditto 32cm £40-60

441 A Swarovski Crystal figure of Cinderella and her shoe 9cm, boxed £40-60

Arm glued

442 Three Royal Doulton figures - Alexandra HN3286 17cm, Clarissa HN2345 16cm, Helen HN3601 17cm and a
Leonardo Collection figure - Victoria 17cm £30-50

443 A 19th Century green glass gilt decorated flared necked vase on stand 30cm £50-75

Some wear to the gilding

444 A 19th Century green glass gilt decorated lustre with 10 clear cut glass lustres 10cm £40-60

Six of the lustres are chipped
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445 Four Royal Doulton figures - Victoria HN2471 17cm, Southern Belle HN2229 18cm, Christmas Morn HN1992
17cm and Lavinia HN1955 12cm £40-50

446 A mid Century smoky glass decanter together with 4 matching goblets and 4 tots £40-50

Three of the tots are chipped

447 A pair of Royal Doulton stoneware waisted vases decorated with leaves X8531N/7566 23cm £40-60

448 A Royal Doulton Slaters oviform vase decorated with flowers 23cm £30-40

This vase has a small graze to the glaze on the lip but is otherwise in good condition.

449 A Royal Doulton stoneware vase decorated with stylised flowers and swags 6821/661 27cm £30-50

There is a chip to the base

450 A Bing & Grondahl porcelain figure of a seated lady fishmonger, the base marked B&G 2233SA 20cm £30-50

451 A Brannam Barum style tapered cylindrical vase decorated with geometric patterns on a blue ground 34cm
£50-75

452 A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part tea set comprising large teapot, breakfast teapot, milk jug, 2 cream
jugs, 6 tea cups, 2 sugar bowls, 2 condiments, kettle stand, 4 saucers, tazza, 2 candlesticks and 4 small plates
£50-70

The teapot finial is stuck, 1 candle stick is stuck, the candlesticks, plates, teapots, bowls and jug are all
seconds

453 A Wedgwood blue Jasperware teapot, pair of candlesticks, 3 vases, jardiniere, box and pot £30-50

454 Five Victorian Mintons tiles with scenes from Shakespeare and 25 others £40-50

455 An Art Deco Shelley part tea set no.11624 decorated with birds beneath flowering trees comprising 12 tea
cups (5 a/f), 11 saucers (2 a/f), 12 tea plates (1 a/f), 2 cake plates (both a/f), a jug, sugar bowl (a/f), together
with a tablecloth and napkins £100-150

456 A Crown Staffordshire Gold Victoria pattern part coffee and dinner service with gilt classical motif decoration
comprising 7 coffee cans (3 cracked), 7 saucers (2 cracked), 6 two handled soup bowls (3 cracked), 9 saucers
(1 second), sauce boat and stand, a cream jug and sugar bowl (cracked), 4 dinner plates (1 cracked), 8 side
plates, 9 small plates (1 cracked) £30-50

457 A Royal Doulton Kingswood pattern coffee, tea and dinner service comprising teapot, coffee pot, milk jug, 2
cream jugs, sugar bowl and lid, 4 coffee cans, 6 saucers, 8 tea cups (4 seconds), 14 saucers (1 second), 7
tureen and covers (3 covers a/f), 2 sauce boats and stands, 17 dinner plates (1 second), 9 medium plates, 17
small plates, 14 soup bowls, 3 oval meat plates, sandwich plate, 2 oval vegetable dishes (both seconds), 6
dessert bowls (2 seconds), a bowl and 9 egg cups £50-75

458 Eleven Wedgwood blue Jasperware dishes decorated with signs of the Zodiac 11cm, 3 other dishes £40-50

459 A Caithness Crystal paperweight 8cm decorated with a flower, together with 7 other paperweights and a vase
£40-50

460 A Wedgwood blue Jasperware square box and cover, 4 other boxes, 8 dishes, 2 vases and a jardiniere
together with 2 Christmas decorations and a lid £30-40

461 A pair of late Japanese Satsuma club shaped vases with floral and bird decoration 23cm £40-60

462 An 18th Century famille rose bowl decorated panels of figures in garden landscapes 26cm (hairline cracks)
together with an 18th Century famille rose plate decorated with peony 22cm (chip to rim) £30-50

463 A 20th Century green ground white metal cloisonne enamelled vase decorated a flower 22cm £60-80

This vase is in good condition.

464 A 19th Century Qing Dynasty slip glazed figure of a buddhistic lion joss stick holder, with reticulated eyes,
seated with his left front paw raised above a rising brocade ball, on a rectangular base 20cm h £50-75

There are chips to the lions tail and to the top of the joss stick holder
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465 A 20th Century Chinese eggshell porcelain bowl decorated flowers and carp 5cm x 10cm on a hardwood stand
£30-40

466 A pair of Chinese ceramic giant nutshells each containing 2 peanuts 14cm £200-300

The "nuts" have some significant wear to the paintwork and there are some minor nibbles to the edges of the
"shells". The lot is otherwise in good condition.
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 A 19th Century mahogany tripod with brass telescope fitting 163cm h (closed ex fitting) ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

1 retaining pin to the base is missing

552 A 19th Century square waisted copper lamp housing 100cm h x 44cm w x 43cm d £50-75

Verdigris and dented in places, 1 upper corner bracket is loose

553 A 19th Century style French fender with urn decoration to the sides 55cm x 133cm x 14cm ( photo centre
pages ) £60-80

554 A circular wrought iron 8 light electrolier 63cm diam. £30-40

555 An Edwardian brass framed and glass inset fire screen 60cm h x 48cm w £40-60

4 panels are cracked

556 The Revelation, a crocodile suitcase with gilt metal locks 17cm h x 65cm w x 38cm d, together with a crocodile
vanity case with hinged lid and fall front, gilt locks 20cm h x 46cm w x 35cm d £60-80

The first case lid slightly warped and the handle requires attention

557 A black and yellow painted plywood newspaper stand sign for the Manchester Guardian 80cm h x 51cm
£40-60

 The top is slightly warped, paint loss in places

558 Three painted plywood and metal bound newspaper stand signs - Get Your Star Here 77cm x 81cm £40-60

559 A 1930's carved figure of a standing girl raised on an oval base 44cm h £60-80

This lot has been carved form one piece of wood. There is a crack running around the front of the girl's head
and a chip to the bottom of her dress. It is possibly made from beech wood.

560 An Art Deco spelter figure group of a crouching girl with dog raised on a rectangular 2 colour marble base
28cm h x 33cm w x 10cm d ( photo centre pages ) £70-90

561 An Eastern waisted hardstone vase 21cm, ditto boat shaped vase 7cm, a circular bowl raised on 4 supports
6cm and a circular bowl 4cm £30-40

563 A 19th Century circular copper pot with iron swing handle 28cm x 35cm £40-50

564 Reimann, a bronze figure of a standing girl with fruits 10cm £40-60

565 An Inox multi bladed pocket knife with stag horn grip, an unmarked double bladed pocket knife with stag horn
grip (a/f), a Sccysa folding pocket knife with twin blades and tortoiseshell effect grip (f), an unmarked twin
bladed folding knife with mother of pearl grip, a Continental ditto marked Foreign (rust to blade), a Southern
and Charcon twin bladed folding knife with mother of pearl grip (chipped) £30-40

566 A relic of S.Marci EV (St Mark The Evangelist), contained in a gilt frame, the reverse with seal marked
Copiosaa 2cm £50-75

567 A Kukri with 30cm blade and horn grip, 2 skinning knives and leather scabbard £80-100

568 A Victorian turned and painted police truncheon (some paint loss) and 1 other plain turned truncheon 39cm
(damage to end) £40-60

569 A circular Eastern gilt metal spice box with hinged lid, interior fitted 6 compartments £30-40

571 A large Second World War  brass shell case marked 1944, 4.5 Gun Lot 858 69cm h x 16cm diam. £50-75

572 A 19th Century spelter figure of a mounted warrior on an oval ebonised base 40cm h x 42cm w x 15cm d
£40-60

Warrior is missing sword, slight crack to base
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573 A Victorian rectangular carved oak wall bracket 38cm h x 33cm w x 21cm d £40-60

574 A gilt metal figure of a standing bull raised on a rectangular marble base 13cm h x 24cm w x 9cm d £50-75

575 A turned lignum vitae stick, the cane top decorated a collar dog of The Royal Army Service Corps and 2 Easter
walking sticks £30-40

576 A collection of Victorian used stamps including a penny black, tuppenny blue, tuppenny reds, tuppenny red
plates including plates 71 to 224, a stock book including Victorian used penny reds £80-120

577 Three albums of Elizabeth II mint and used GB stamps £40-60

578 A red stock book of Victorian and later GB mint and used stamps, stock book of New Zealand, Victoria and
later mint and used stamps, stock book of Elizabeth II mint and used GB stamps £40-60

579 A red album of Victoria and later mint and used GB stamps including penny black, a Windsor album of GB mint
and used stamps, green stock book of GB Victoria and later used stamps £50-75

580 A small ring bound album of Swedish mint and used stamps, ditto blue ring bound album 1855 to 1975, ditto
green stock book and an orange ditto £50-75

581 A quantity of mint and used Swedish stamps on album sheets together with 2 red empty stock books £30-40

582 A collection of Elizabeth II GB and Jersey presentation stamps £50-75

583 An autograph album dating from the late 1940's including footballer signatures and newspaper photographs
including Chelsea -Danny Winter, Len Golden, Bobby Campbell, Billy Hughes, Ted Fenton,  Sunderland,
Crystal Palace -  J Sherwood, J Watson and others, Southend - Ted Hankey, Len Jones, Frant Watton etc,
Surrey cricketers and others £50-75

584 A Victorian leather bound family photograph album containing 45 black and white portrait photographs £40-60

585 A bottle of 1960's White Horse Scotch Whisky no.6244138, 70 percent proof, the reverse with pink label (
photo centre pages ) £200-250

586 Three 70cl bottles of Teachers Highland Cream Scotch Whisky, 40 percent proof £40-60

587 A litre bottle of Graham's Late Vintage bottled port, a 75cl bottle of Dows Midnight Finest Reserve Port and a
75cl bottle of vintage character port £30-40

588 Two 1 litre bottles of The Famous Grouse Finest Scotch Whisky, 40 percent proof and 2 ditto 75cl bottles and
a 70cl bottle £40-60

589 A litre bottle of Royal Crown Fine De Luxe blended Canadian Whisky 40% proof, contained in a cardboard box
and with presentation cloth bag £60-80

590 A 26 2/3 fluid ounces bottle of Glenfiddich pure Scotch Whisky, 70 percent proof, in a cardboard tube £40-50

591 A 1.25 litre bottle of Jamesons Irish Whiskey, 43 percent proof £30-50

592 A bottle of 1952 Chateau Nouvelle Eglise, red wine (label very stained, low on shoulder) £30-40

593 A 75cl bottle of 1980's House of Commons No.1 Scotch Whisky, 40 percent proof £40-50

594 A 70cl bottle of Jura Superstition, Isle of Jura single malt whisky, 43 percent, boxed £30-40

595 A 26 2/3 fluid ounce bottle of Mackinlay's Legacy blended whisky, a 20cl bottle of Jnevery Highland single malt
whisky, a 70c bottle of Long John Scotch whisky, a 3 1/3 fluid ounce bottle of Johnnie Walker Red Label 70
percent proof whisky, a miniature bottle of Johnnie Walker Red Label (some evaporation) and a 50cl bottle of
Hind Signature fine cognac £40-50

596 A bottle of 2014 Chateauneuf du Pape Les Quatre Seigneurs red wine, together with 3 bottles of 2014 Pouilly
Fume Domaine Des Rabichattes white wine £40-50

597 A litre bottle of Crown Royal Fine Deluxe blended Canadian whisky £40-50

598 A Wade bell shaped pottery decanter containing approx. 75cl of Bells Whisky, boxed, a 70cl bottle of Bells
Deluxe blended scotch whisky 40 percent proof  boxed and a 26 fluid ounce bottle of Stewarts 8 year old
Cream of The Barley scotch whisky boxed £30-40
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599 Thirth Sculpture, a bronzed figure of a seated fox 28cm £40-60

600 A pair of 19th Century Japanese bronze twin handled vases of club form 35cm £40-60

1 is missing a handle, both are in 2 sections

601 Biondan, a gilt bronze head and shoulders portrait bust of Christ with crown of thorns, 42cm h x 32cm x 12cm
d ( photo centre pages ) £160-190

602 A pair of "The Ogypus" folding bicycle stands 25cm h x 43cm w x 27cm d £160-190

Some light rust in places

603 A bronzed figure of a racehorse with jockey up 25cm h and 1 other 24cm h £40-60

604 The Stereoscopic Company Improved Graphoscope £40-60

This lot is missing the brass retaining clip from one side but is otherwise generally in good condition having no
damage or cracks to the fretwork or lenses.

605 Four pairs of silvered metal twin light wall light brackets with bell shaped opaque glass shades 16cm h x 30cm
diam. £40-60

606 A pair of 19th Century Japanese twin handled bronze Koro decorated with panels of birds 20cm x 18cm (
photo centre pages ) £60-90

607 An Art Deco spelter figure of a kneeling lady on a 2 colour marble base 25cm h x 37cm w x 11cm d £40-60

Minor chips to the base

608 A bronze figure of a racehorse with jockey up 28cm h £30-50

609 A pair of vintage Kneissl skis together with bamboo poles £40-60

610 A pair of 19th Century wooden and iron horse hanes marked W.AC £30-40

611 A bronzed figure of a race horse with jockey up, on an oval base 37cm h £40-60

612 A bronzed table lamp in the form of a seated girl with sheaths of corn and geese, with glass trumpet shaped
shade 43cm h £40-60

613 Coalbrookdale, a Victorian Lily of the Valley patterned bench, the seat marked C B Dale Co, 85cm h x 123cm
w x 38cm d (seat 93cm x 28cm) ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

There are some cracks to the back (one of which is repaired with screws and a metal brace), one of the struts
to the seat is repaired and there is a repair to the left hand leg. All parts are cast iron.

614 Nyanhongo Euwitt, South African, a carved polished hardstone sculpture of a seated   mythical horned figure,
raised on a rectangular white veined marble base 37cm h x 45cm w x 41cm d ( photo centre pages ) £120-150

This lot is not attached to the plinth. There is some mild wear to the extremities and some fissure lines running
through the hardstone but the lot is otherwise generally in good condition.

615 A collection of various black and white and coloured postcards £30-50

616 Tourox, a pair of 8X folding field glasses marked D.R.P, contained in a leather carrying case £30-50

617 A Hornby O Gauge No.20 Goods Set boxed (box in poor condition) together with a collection of rolling stock,
track and accessories £40-60

618 Two green albums of GB mint and used stamps 1840-1983 including penny reds, a blue stock book of GB and
Commonwealth mint stamps £40-60

619 A red Simplex album of Elizabeth II mint St Vincent, Jamaica and New Zealand stamps, an album of Elizabeth
II Commonwealth mint stamps and 3 stock books of Commonwealth mint and used stamps £40-60

620 Four albums of Victoria and later GB and Commonwealth mint and used stamps, together with 5 RMS Queen
Mary final cruise from Southampton to Northern Ireland covers 15th November 1968 £40-60

621 A black album of 21 Commonwealth 1966 World Cup first day covers together with other first day covers
£60-80
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622 Six albums of Elizabeth II GB first day covers £40-60

623 Approximately 700 Pinnace photo cards of Footballers £100-150

624 An album of black and white and coloured cigarette and trade cards of cricketers including Smiths, Godfrey
Phillips, Wills, CBT, Players etc (some restrikes) and an album of footballers £80-120

Additional images added.

625 Two albums of cigarette cards of cricketers and sportsman including Ogdens, Players, etc (some restrikes)
£40-60

626 Four albums of various cigarette cards including Ogdens, Players, Wills, Cavenders, Lambert and Butler
£50-75

627 A card album of various black and white postcards - cathedrals and buildings together with a brown ring bound
album of postcards including SS Afghan River Steamer and black and white and coloured postcards of India
£40-60

628 Two brown albums of black and white and coloured postcards £40-60

629 Seemeel, a twin bladed folding pocket knife blade marked stainless steel contained a carved wooden box, an
advertising pocket knife with folding blade the grip marked With compliments of J Dibby and Sons, a Victorinox
Swiss folding knife with bottle opener and ribbed grip, a twin bladed folding knife marked CK Hall with stag
horn grip, a multi bladed knife with spike, corkscrew, bottle opener, screwdriver and 2 blades marked CK and a
foreign folding pocket knife with nail file, the grip with adjustable spanner and a Carborundum sharpener
£40-50

630 Two leather and brass 3 draw telescopes £40-50

631 A Victorian black fibre and leather bound travelling trunk, the interior fitted a tray with hinged lid 28cm h x 46cm
w x 32cm d, having various labels £40-60

Some scuffing to the hinge

632 A cast metal plaque "This tree was planted by HRH Prince Leopold (afterwards Duke of Albany K.G) in
memory of his Majesty Leopold I King of The Belgians 31st March 1870" 23cm x 40cm £50-75

633 A 19th Century Japanese lacquered postcard album containing 15 First World War embroidered postcards, 12
black and white Old Bill postcards, 10 Second World War coloured postcards or aircraft £80-120

634 A verdigris metal figure of a standing lady, the base marked Eve British Made 22cm x 8cm x 5cm £30-50

635 Four 1909 Truth Christmas number supplement prints, one of Suffragette interest - "An Englishman's Home"
(crease to centre), "Democratic Finance", "A Cause Celebre" and "We've Done It", all  41cm x 32cm £40-60

636 Thomas Wilson DD, 1 volume "The Lord's Supper" published by the society for promoting Christian knowledge
1848, leather bound and 1 volume "The English Version of The Polyglot Bible" published by Samuel Bagster
and Sons London, leather bound £30-50

637 A polished steel shell nose cone marked AP6PR7GWT111T GHP BS 4/42, raised on a circular wooden base
20cm and 1 other marked AP3PRV11T 6/42 £40-60

638 A large and impressive iron fire grate complete with basket and tray 62cm h x 84cm w x 51cm d £60-90

There is a rust hole to the back right hand edge of the basket

639 A 19th Century spelter figure of a Marley horse 31cm h x 34cm w x 14cm d £40-60

Hole to the tail

640 A Meiji period bronze figure of a stork on a turtle 22cm x 6cm x 9cm together with a twin handled Koro 12cm x
8cm £80-120

641 A pair of Japanese 19th Century Japanese cloisonne enamel vases decorated birds 12cm £40-60

One vase with chip
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642 A 19th Century Continental bronze of a standing girl carrying a plank, signed 28cm h x 16cm w x 13cm d (
photo centre pages ) £80-120

643 V C Scott O'Connor "The Charm of Kashmir" published by Longman Green and Co. 1920,  together with  Sir
Francis Younghusband "Kashmir" published by Adam and Charles Black 1909 £40-60

644 Lance Thackeray "The Light Side of Egypt" £30-50

645 A 3 drawer pocket telescope contained in a leather case £30-50

646 A 19th Century gilt metal fire curb 15cm h x 152cm w x 38cm d £40-60

647 A gilt metal hanging glass light fitting 42cm £30-50

648 A 19th Century oak washing dolly 90cm h x 17cm diam. £30-50

649 A Second World War Trench Art vase formed from a 25lb shell £30-40

650 Dinky Toys, two 25A Wagons Type 2 1936-40 - one in green, one in maroon, smooth hubs, together with a
25E Tipping Wagon with type 2 chassis in grey £40-60

Both are play worn and have signs of rust on the axles and paint chipping, the green wagon is missing the
front right tyre and has an RAF roundel decal on the passenger door

651 Dinky Toys, a 39A Packard Super 8 Tourer in brown with smooth hubs and silver base plate, a 39D Buick
Viceroy Saloon with beige body and black ridged hubs, a 36C Humber Vogue in brown and black, white tyres
and smooth black hubs, a 38B Sunbeam Talbot Sport (missing windscreen) in yellow with faun tonneau, a 36G
taxi with driver in dark green, filled rear windows, a 38F Jaguar sports car with red body and maroon interior,
ridge hugs and unpainted base plate, a 23S Streamlined Racing Car (late 40's) in silver with red flashes and a
Dublo Dinky 66 Bedford flat truck in grey £50-75

All vehicles are heavily play worn

652 A Schuco Examico 4001 tinplate clockwork car together with a Schuco 3000 Telesteering car together with
wooden bollards, steering wheel accessory £50-75

653 Two Schuco wind up animals of a pig playing a violin and a dog, together with a Minic Transport Road, Rail,
Air and Sea Express Service truck and trailer and electric racing car £40-60

All the cars are play worn and paint work chipped, both wind up animals are in poor condition

654 A collection of Britains lead and hollow cast exotic animals (likely from zoo sets) to include elephants, camels,
bears, hippo, rhinoceros, zebra, giraffe, kangaroos, polar bears, lions, tapir, gorilla, emu, buffalo, moose, turtle,
seal, etc £30-50

655 Lesney Models of Yesteryear - Allchin Traction Engine Y1-1, in green with gold smoke box door, red front and
rear tyres, angled unpainted treads, crimped axles, contained in a 1957-60 box £30-50

656 A Scharben Toys, a milk wagon in orange with United Dairies Pasturised Milk and Cream decal together with
wagons and farming equipment from other manufacturers £30-40

All in poor condition

657 Four Merritt plastic racing cars together with a Merritt fire engine and a Cowland and Cowland Jaguar £30-40

One of the racing cars is missing all of its wheels

658 Dinky Toys, a 198 Rolls Royce Phantom V white body/light grey sides/red interior boxed £30-40

659 A Mamod steam roller S.R.1A boxed, including a boxed Mamod model power hammer £50-75

660 A green Mamod steam wagon complete with burning but missing steering rod, the boiler plate marked Mamod
SW1 19cm h x 41cm l x 13cm w £50-75

There is paint loss and chipping throughout, there is rusting to the roof and fenders

661 Mamod, a pair of stationary steam engines on mounted metal plinths 14cm h x 20cm w  18cm d £50-80

1 is missing a fuel box
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662 A Mamod T1 model live steam traction engine with burner and scuttle but no steering rod 16cm h x 11cm x
25cm £30-40

There is custom painting to the canopy and the body has been painted black

663 A Mamod stationary Stirling engine complete with burner, together with a scratch built Stirling engine £30-40

664 A collection of 1970's Triang Hornby OO gauge rolling stock together with scenery accessories £30-40

665 A Meccano No.6 Set £40-50

666 A large collection of Britains, John Hill Co, etc lead and hollow cast figures, primarily farm animals including
cows, horses, chickens, pigs, etc and farm and animal buildings £40-60

667 Airfix, 4 boxes of Military Series figures including German Infantry, Africa Corps, British Commandos and
British Eighth Army £40-60

We cannot guarantee completeness of boxes

668 Airfix, 9 boxes of HO and OO scale Airfix figures to include Indian Paratroopers, Union Infantry, Robin Hood,
Sheriff of Nottingham,  Infantry Combat Group, Eighth Army, US Cavalry and German Infantry £40-60

We cannot guarantee completeness of boxes

669 A scratch built 1900 Hampshire wagon displayed on a wooden plinth with grass diorama, the wagon approx.
25cm l x 8cm w £40-60

670 A scratch built 1893 Devon wagon displayed on a wooden plinth with grass diorama, the wagon 22cm l x 8cm
w £40-60

671 A scratch built 1911 Monmouthshire wagon displayed on a wooden plinth with fence, stone wall and grass
diorama, the wagon 22cm l x 7cm w £40-60

672 A scratch built 1870 Sussex wagon together with 2 horses and farm hand displayed on a wooden plinth and
grass diorama, cased  44cm l x 8cm w £80-120

673 A circa 1910 Steiff teddy bear in blonde mohair, black button eyes, pronounced muzzle and hump, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed long limbs with felt pads, growler present but not working,
button is missing, with original red silk scarf 50cm ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

This bear has some bare patches on his snout, arms and back. He has some holes in all four pads. The
stitching on his nose has a loose thread and his stuffing is quite loose in his limbs in places.

674 A modern pink Steiff bear with glass eyes, growler and ear button 006005 41cm, a Steiff English Rose baby
bear with gilt necklace and crown embroidered left foot and ear button 661983, with certificate, 32cm £50-75

675 A modern pale brown Steiff 1908 replica mohair bear, black button eyes, growler and ear button 408007 32cm,
boxed with certificate. £80-100

676 A Continental hexagonal gilt metal and glass ecclesiastical processional lantern on an ebonised staff 167cm h
£40-60

677 A cello, the interior with indistinct pencil inscription, 75cm £70-90

The body has contact marks and light scratches throughout, slight dent to the top right hand side, there is a
loose peg inside

678 Jean Nouvel by Jean Nouvel published by Taschen 2008, 2 volumes 1970-1992 and 1993-2008, copy number
225 of 300 £70-90

There is a dedication on the front page of volume one

679 Dale Chihuly, "Black Book" Sidereel Fine Art Press 2008, registration number 18 of 125, 1 volume with 3
colour plates and catalogue with dedication on front page from Dale Chihuly to Sol Kerzner, boxed £400-600

680 "A Balloon View of London as Seen From Hampstead" Banks and Co 1851, fold out lithograph on linen, birds
eye view with original boards ( photo centre pages ) £800-1000

There is browning and tears to several creases
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681 Clare Leighton "The Farmers Year, Calendar of English Husbandry 1934" second impression £100-200

There is toning and foxing to pages, dust cover is present though frayed and torn

682 Five volumes "Picturesque Views, Country Seats of Noble Gentleman of Great Britain and Ireland" published
by William Mackenzie, leather bound £50-75

Some of the leather is slightly damaged to the corners

683 A complete World Cup Soccer Stars Mexico 70 sticker album by F K S Publishers London ( photo centre
pages ) £400-600

There is tape to the inside of the spine, the last World Cup results page is not filled in, there is a sticker on the
inside rear cover of Hanon Luigi Rever Nun Weiller and Ghazouani, occasional spotting throughout, damage to
several stickers including England Terry Cooper, Brazil Dirceu Lopes, Bulgaria Nikola Kotkov, Czechoslovakia
Vaclav Migas and West Germany Willy Schulz and Berti Vogts

684 T E Lawrence, a letter from the War Office and Press Committee typed by Sir Edmund Robbins, dated
September 27th 1918, warning an undisclosed recipient not to  publish photos of Lieutenant Colonel T E
Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia) as his face is not known to the Turks and publication could endanger his life
£40-60

685 A wall mounted Geochron World Clock (fully operational and together with wall fittings) ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

686 An early 20th Century Lord Chancellor's costume from The Gilbert and Sullivan opera "Iolanthe", together with
a The D'oyly Carte Opera Company, Gilbert and Sullivan's Opera record of productions 1875 to 1961, Roger
Wood "A D'oyly Carte Album" and Robin Wilson and Frederick Lloyd "Gilbert and Sullivan The D'oyly Carte
Years" £80-120

This lot includes three books: The D'oyly Carte Opera Company, Gilbert and Sullivan's Opera record of
productions 1875 to 1961, Roger Wood "A D'oyly Carte Album" and Robin Wilson and Frederick Lloyd "Gilbert
and Sullivan The D'oyly Carte Years". 
There are no labels in the costume. The only provenance provided is the vendor's word and an image in one of
the books.

687 A Tannoy Lancaster LSU/HF/15/8 Monitor Gold teak floor standing speaker together with a similar corner
speaker, both 84cm £400-600

Additional images added.

688 A turned wooden police truncheon marked MP, an ARP whistle, an ACME boy scout whistle and a replica
police whistle £40-60

Additional image added.

689 Twenty seven 19th Century bone and ebony dominoes (1 a/f), 3 Dennis Find the Fault party games - Country,
Town Series and Puzzleden £40-60

690 A cast gilt metal bust of a satyr marked J E B 1873, raised on an oak plaque 14cm x 15cm £60-80

691 A Britains Bahamas Police Band 1 other band The Royal Marines and a Toy Army Workshop model of a mule
carrying Vickers machine gun and 2 crew £40-60

692 Swallow Toys, a child's pine tipping hand cart with metal wheels 27cm h x 54cm l x 25cm w, having label
marked Swallow Toys, W&Co London N17 £30-50

Label is torn, contact marks in places, retaining hoop to one side of the tailboard is missing

693 An Indian carved granite figure of an elephant 12cm x 15cm x 6cm £40-60

We believe this lot to date from the twentieth century.
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694 Ingoldsby, Thomas - 3 chromolithograph volumes illustrated by Ernest Maurice Jessop to include "The Lay of
St. Aloys a legend of Blois", "Misadventures at Margate" and "Domestic Legend of the Reign of Queen Anne",
green cloth backed pictorial paper covered boards, London: Eyre & Spottiswoode £40-60

695 Folio Society, Jane Austen's Letters, a treasury of Mark Twain and Akenfield by Ronald Blythe £50-75

696 A 17th/18th Century Chinese bronze and gold splashed twin handled censer with impressed 6 character Ming
dynasty Xuande mark to base, of squat bulbous form raised on tripod supports, 7cm h x 19cm diam ( photo
centre pages ) £4000-6000

This lot has some very small patches of surface corrosion to the front of the body, a 2mm scratch to the top of
one handle and a minor 1mm dent to the rim. Other than some minor wear to the patina, it is generally in good
condition.

697 A pair of reproduction bronze Chinese charms decorated with dragons chasing the flaming pearl and symbols
£30-50

These charms have some mild pitting and light scratches but are otherwise generally in good condition. They
have a diameter of 12cm.

698 Three various wooden pond yachts, 69cm l, 53cm l and 35cm l £40-60

699 A Royal Marines swagger stick, a George V Royal Engineers ditto, Gurkha Artillery ditto and a Light Infantry,
together with 2 leather covered officer's swagger sticks (some dents to all) £40-60
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 A 19th Century watercolour, indistinctly signed, Continental scene with castle and figure by a stream 39cm x
32cm, contained in a decorative gilt frame £100-150

802 **Robert William Bates, watercolour "Feelings" study of 2 dogs crying at the moon, signed and titled 35cm x
18cm **Please note: Artists Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot £50-75

803 A 19th Century Chinese watercolour on rice paper depicting dancers 16cm x 22cm, ditto of a standing lady
22cm x 16cm £100-150

The 1st painting has minor tears to border

804 **Joao Vaz De Carvalho, born 1958, acrylic on canvas, surrealist study of floating figures signed and dated
1988 and signed to the reverse 73cm x 44cm  **Please note: Artists Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot
£200-250

805 Henry John Holding 1872, watercolours a pair, a rural scene with cattle in a stream with distant hills 23cm x
37cm and a harvesting scene 22cm x 37cm £80-120

There is some foxing to both paintings

806 Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) print, Toros y Toreros, 10 7 59, 34cm x 26cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

807 ** Joao Vaz De Carvalho, born 1958, acrylic on canvas, study of figures with fish, monogrammed JVC and
dated '87, signed to the reverse, 49cm x 64cm **Please note: Artists Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot
£200-250

808 William Langley, active 1880-1920, oil on canvas signed, cattle in stream with distant hills, 39cm x 60cm
£50-75

809 Early 20th Century Chinese watercolours on silk depicting figures before pavilions 69cm x 21cm £200-300

Both watercolours have some staining to the mounts, some foxing throughout Art Nouveau  some minor fold
lines in the fabric. One has some staining to the watercolour down the left hand side. There is some minor
damage to the frames.

811 Ross Abrams (1920-2007) print, study of a semi-clad gentleman dated 1990 with label to the reverse, 23cm x
15cm £50-75

812 G Barbaro Amalei, watercolour drawing, head and shoulders portrait of a Mediterranean gentleman smoking a
pipe with bay and buildings behind 61cm x 48cm, signed £50-75

Some foxing in places

813 T B Gurnell, oil on board, still life, study of birds nest with eggs and fruits, signed 26cm x 22cm £50-75

814 Vernon Spencelayh 1962, oil on board, still life study of flowers signed and dated 39 x 48cm together with an
oil on board of an interior scene depicting a picture on the wall of the same still life 12cm x 18cm £50-75

815 Norah Simpson, oil on board, still life study of flowers, with label to reverse Norah Simpson, 149 Kings Rd,
Chelsea SW3 18cm x 24cm £50-75

816 **Martin John Aynscomb-Harris (1937-2016), acrylic on board signed, stylish view of oast houses 82cm x
198cm **Please Note - Artist's Resale Rights may be payable on this lot £100-150
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817 Photograph, "The Junior Car Clubs International Trophy, Brooklands, May 6th 1935, The Massed Start" 15cm
x 59.5cm £50-75

819 **Anthea Craigmyle (1933-2016), oil on canvas entitled "The New Baby" monogrammed with label on verso
and original private view leaflet, with New Grafton label on reverse 29cm x 24cm **Please note: Artists Re-sale
Rights may be payable on this lot ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

This painting is framed

820 19th Century sampler with alphabets and verse with animals, trees and a crown 38cm x 26cm £50-75

This item is faded

821 An early 19th Century sampler with verse by Mary Hain in a border of scrolling flowers, trees, birds and insects
43cm x 31cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

822 Victorian oils on canvas a pair, portrait of a young lady wearing a mourning brooch and a portrait of a lady
sitting beside a sideboard, both unsigned 34cm x 30cm £100-150

The 2nd painting has several holes to the canvas

823 James Ward (1769-1859), pencil sketch, study of a robed gentleman with inscription and monogram JWD.R.A
19cm x 11cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

851 J Martin, a French 8 day striking mantel clock, the 9cm porcelain dial with Arabic numerals and floral swags,
marked Collingwood and Company, 46 Conduit Street, London, Paris Made, contained in a tortoiseshell effect
case 27cm h x 13cm w x 9cm d £60-80

The bell is missing, retaining bar to the interior is broken, clock is not running, split to the case at the front

852 Japy Freres, a French 8 day striking on bell mantel clock with Sevres style porcelain dial, Roman numerals,
the back plated marked Japy Freres 469, contained in a gilt metal case 35cm h x 24cm w x 10cm d, with
pendulum and key £50-75

Clock is currently running

853 A French 19th Century timepiece with pink porcelain dial, contained in a gilt spelter case supported by figures
of a lady and gentleman, the back plated numbered 3738, 31cm h x 29cm w x 12cm, with key but no pendulum
£50-75

Clock is currently running

854 An early 20th Century German 8 day striking on gong bracket clock, the 17cm dial with Roman numerals,
chime/silent dial, fast/slow dial, contained in an oak case 44cm h x 28.5cm w x 20cm d., complete with
pendulum and key £40-60

The clock is currently running, the numerals are rubbed in places

855 John Varley, an 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock, the 31cm gilt dial with Roman numerals and gilt
spandrels, phases of the moon dial, calendar aperture, contained in a later carved oak case decorated a figure
of St Michael defeating the devil 212cm h, together with 3 pendulums, 4 weights and a key £150-200

This clock is not currently in working order.

856 A Georgian double chain driven fusee bracket clock, striking on bell, the 20cm painted dial marked Thomas
King London with Roman numerals, the 13cm engraved back plate unsigned, contained in a mahogany case
on bun feet, complete with pendulum and key 43cm h x 27cm w x 16cm d ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

The clock is currently running, some crackling to the dial

857 An 18th Century longcase clock, the 32cm arch painted dial with floral spandrels marked J N Roe of Coventry,
contained in an oak case with reeded columns, the movement has been converted to electricity 214cm h
£80-120

858 Japy Freres, a French 19th Century 8 day striking clock with enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a
gilt spelter case on an alabaster base, the back plate marked 4365, complete with pendulum and key £50-75

Clock is currently running, the dial is cracked

859 An 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock, the 30cm arch painted dial with subsidiary second hand, date
hand and marked J Barnard Sittingbourne, contained in an oak case, complete with pendulum and weights
243cm h £150-200

860 A 19th Century gut driven single fusee wall clock, the 29cm painted dial, with Roman numerals and marked J
Barker Woodbridge, having an 11cm arched back plate unsigned, contained in a mahogany case, complete
with pendulum and key ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

861 A 17th/18th Century 30 hour longcase clock with birdcage movement striking on bell, the 27.5cm brass dial
with silvered chapter ring, calendar hand and marked Bance Hungerford, complete with pendulum and weight,
contained in a later oak case 215cm h £100-150
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862 A Swiss cuckoo clock with Roman numerals contained in a carved wooden case 56cm h x 35cm w x 22cm d,
complete with pendulum and key £50-75

Clock is running but the cuckoo is not sounding, section of carving missing to the top left hand edge and to the
apron on the front

863 A 19th Century French timepiece with 8cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a carved walnut
case 30cm h x 15cm w x 7cm d £50-75

Crazing to the dial, clock is running, there is no key

864 A 19th Century French 8 day striking carriage clock, the 5cm enamelled dial with Roman numerals contained
in a gilt metal case 11cm h x 7cm x 6cm, complete with carrying case and key £80-120

Clock is currently running

865 A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with 7cm enamelled dial contained in a gilt metal case
complete with key 13cm h x 9cm w x 8cm d £70-90

Clock is currently running, there are 2 chips to the corners

866 A 19th Century French carriage timepiece with 5cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals contained in a gilt metal
case 10cm h x 7.5cm x 6cm, complete with carrying case and key £50-75

Clock is currently running

867 An Edwardian aneroid barometer and thermometer with porcelain dial marked W Bateman Opticians,
contained in a carved oak frame 78cm h £40-60

868 A Victorian French 3 piece clock garniture comprising mantel timepiece with visible escapement, gilt and blue
enamelled dial contained in an alabaster case supported by reeded columns and surmounted by a lion 34cm h
x 20cm w x 12cm d together with 2 side pieces in the form of standing pikeman, raised on alabaster bases,
complete with glass dome (glass a/f), clock is complete with key and pendulum ( photo centre pages )
£120-150

The clock is currently running, light pitting to alabaster in places

869 A reproduction carriage timepiece with 3cm enamelled dial, contained in a gilt metal case 7cm h x 4cm w x
4cm d (no key) £40-60
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Rugs and Carpets

881 A North Persian blue and white patterned floral carpet with multi row border 384cm x 298cm £100-150

In wear

882 A rust ground Persian style machine made runner with stylised medallion to the centre 225cm x 75cm £40-60

883 A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 4 diamonds to the centre 248cm x 63cm £80-100

884 A red, green, blue and white ground Maimana Kilim rug with all over diamond design 251cm x 153cm
£120-150

885 A black, green and orange ground Maimana Kilim runner with geometric design 297cm x 82cm £65-85

886 A tan, black and brown ground Maimana Kilim rug with all over geometric design 210cm x 62cm £60-80

887 An orange, blue white and red suzni kilim runner with diamond design 328cm x 79cm £80-100

888 A machine made tapestry panel with seated figures 110cm x 84cm £60-80

889 A yellow, green and black ground Chobi Kilim rug with all over diamond design 191cm x 128cm £130-160

890 A yellow, green and brown ground Chobi Kilim runner with geometric designs 284cm x 86cm £130-160

891 A turquoise, white and yellow ground Chobi Kilim rug with all over geometric designs 157cm x 107cm £90-120

892 A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 10 diamonds to the centre 236cm x 60cm £100-140

893 A white, brown and yellow ground Chobi Kilim runner with over all geometric designs 200cm x 63cm £80-100

894 A white, black and orange ground Chobi Kilim runner with overall diamond and geometric designs 147cm x
60cm £60-80

895 A white, green and orange ground Chobi Kilim slip rug with diamond design to the centre 50cm x 48cm £25-35

896 A white, purple, black and brown ground Chobi Kilim runner 153cm x 60cm £60-80

897 A white, brown, green and orange ground Chobi Kilim rug 127cm x 78cm £70-90

898 A blue, brown and white ground Belouch rug with geometric designs 132cm x 81cm £80-100

899 A white, yellow and green ground Chobi Kilim runner with overall geometric design 198cm x 70cm £80-100

900 A white, green and yellow ground Chobi, Kilim runner with all over diamond design 244cm x 76cm £100-140

901 An oatmeal ground and floral patterned Kashmiri stitched panel 170cm  x 118cm £40-50

902 A blue and floral ground Persian rug 138cm x 78cm £40-60

This rug has some minor wear to one side f the edging but is otherwise generally in good condition having no
moth damage, heavy stains or bleaching. The rug is handmade.

903 A white and floral patterned Persian rug with centre medallion 127cm x 60cm £50-75

Some stains in places

904 A 17th Century style machine made tapestry panel depicting mountain scene with castle, towers, figures etc
132cm x 195cm £60-80

905 A pink and blue ground Afghan rug with stylised medallions to the centre 207cm x 100cm £40-60
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

931 A 19th Century mahogany chest of 3 drawers, on bracket feet 88cm h x 103cm w x 47cm d £80-120

The top is warped and split, cock beading missing to top left hand edge of drawer

932 An Edwardian mahogany display cabinet with plush shelved interior, enclosed by glazed panelled doors,
raised on cabriole supports 136cm h x 77cm w x 33cm d £50-75

This lot is 136cm high.

933 A Victorian light oak collectors cabinet with hinged lid, the base fitted a drawer, 17cm h x 31cm w x 21cm d
£40-60

Ring and contact marks in places

934 A 17th/18th Century oak mule chest with hinged lid and iron lock and brass escutcheon, the base fitted 1 short
and 2 long drawers with replacement brass swan neck drop handles, raised on square feet 80cm h x 136cm w
x 58cm d £80-120

The top is slightly warped, contact marks and light scratches in places, the iron hinges are original, 1 tongue to
the lock is missing

935 A Georgian style winged armchair upholstered in yellow material, raised on cabriole supports 108cm h x 80cm
w x 70cm d £80-120

Upholstery is moth damaged, frame is loose

936 A French style mahogany and marquetry bedside cabinet fitted a drawer above panelled door, raised on
turned and fluted supports 76cm h x 40cm w x 38cm d £40-60

4 holes to the top where a gallery would have been

938 A Victorian oak desk with brown inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers with brass drop
handles 76cm h x 132cm w x 69cm w £60-80

Desk is in one piece, contact, ink marks and light scratches in places, lock missing to central drawer

939 A Tudor 1930's 17th Century style coffer of panelled construction with arcaded decoration and hinged lid 51cm
h x 82cm w x 34cm d £60-80

Water marked

940 A Georgian mahogany sideboard fitted a central drawer flanked by a drawer and cupboard with brass oval
drop handles, raised on square tapered supports 95cm h x 160cm w x 68cm d £40-60

Contact and water marks in places, cock beading is missing in places to the short drawer

942 A light oak smokers cabinet fitted a drawer enclosed by bevelled plate panelled door on shaped supports 42cm
x 23cm x 19cm £40-60

Contact marks in places

943 A 17th Century carved oak drop flap gateleg dining table, the top carved a figure of Boudicca with butterfly
hinges, raised on turned and block supports 72cm h x 129cm x 36cm £100-150

The underside has signs of old but treated worm to one flap, one flap is a possible replacement, pitting and
contact marks in places

944 A 19th Century rectangular deeply carved camphor box with hinged lid and fall front, the interior fitted 2
shallow trays 20cm h x 43cm w x 48cm d £40-60

There is a split to the top

945 A Georgian drop flap dining table raised on club supports with pad feet 70cm h x 123cm w x 54cm d £40-60

Top is split and warped, sun bleached
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946 A Victorian rectangular rosewood trinket box with inlaid mother of pearl decoration 9cm h x 25cm w x 17cm d
£30-50

947 A rectangular Georgian oak tea table fitted a drawer, raised on square supports 70cm h x 101cm w x 40cm d
£30-50

The top has pitting and contact marks in places

948 A carved oak cabinet formed from old timber, the top formed from 4 planks, raised on bracket feet enclosed by
panelled doors 78cm h x 99cm w x 50cm £30-50

The top is slightly warped

949 A 19th Century elm smoker's bow armchair with solid seat and bobbin turned decoration, double H framed
stretcher 79cm h x 66cm w x 46cm d £50-75

Chips to some of the spindles, chairs requires re polishing

950 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bookcase with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
panelled doors, the base fitted 2 drawers, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 172cm h x 89cm w x
36cm d £60-80

951 A Victorian carved mahogany show frame nursing chair upholstered in red buttoned material, raised on
cabriole supports 91cm h x 51cm w x 47cm d £30-50

Frame loose

952 A Victorian carved mahogany sideboard with carved shaped back, the base fitted 3 drawers above double
cupboard enclosed by panelled doors flanked by cupboards 160cm h x 213cm w x 60cm d £30-50

There are water and contact marks in places, sun bleached. The paneling to the doors is held in with beading
on the inside so could be replaced with glass.

953 A 19th Century mahogany square piano case converted for use as a sideboard, fitted a drawer and raised on
square tapered supports, brass caps and casters 85cm h x 161cm w x 57cm d £40-60

Water stain to the top

954 A Victorian D shaped mahogany tea table raised on turned column and tripod base 77cm h x 90cm w x 44cm d
£40-50

Top is warped, contact marks and 1 of the planks is loose

955 A Georgian style carved mahogany open arm library chair, the seat and back upholstered in blue leather,
raised on cabriole supports 98cm h x 56cm w x 46cm d (seat 23cm x 30cm) £40-60

956 A 1930's Chippendale style mahogany bow front display cabinet with raised back, cupboard enclosed by a
panelled door flanked by cupboards enclosed by astragal glazed doors, raised on cabriole supports 133cm h x
120cm w x 41cm d £40-50

Sun bleached and contact marks in places

957 An 18th Century Irish carved mahogany side chair with vase shaped spat back and upholstered drop in seat
on carved cabriole supports 98cm h x 56cm w x 46cm d £50-75

Sections of timber have been let in in 2 places to the cresting rail, frame is loose, 2 repairs to the front legs

958 A Victorian light oak kneehole desk with green leather inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers
73cm h x 121cm w x 65cm d £70-90

Beading missing in places, veneer missing to central drawer and other places, 5 handles missing

959 An Edwardian style rectangular inlaid mahogany work table with hinged lid and deep basket, raised on square
tapered supports 75cm h x 50cm w x 39cm d £60-80

The top is warped and has water damage
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960 A 1930's Chippendale style oval extending dining table with gadrooned border, raised on cabriole supports
74cm h x 104cm w x 134cm l £30-50

Some light scratches and pitting

961 A 2 seat Chesterfield upholstered in brown buttoned leather 66cm h x 185cm w x 84cm d (seat 127cm w x
43cm d) ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

962 A 19th Century mahogany brass banded writing slope with hinged lid 16cm x 45cm x 25cm £40-60

Contact marks in places

963 A Victorian circular mahogany snap top wine table on pillar and tripod base 72cm h x 61cm diam. £40-60

Contact marks in places, small sections of veneer missing, old repair to 1 of the legs

964 A pair of 19th Century Dutch mahogany slat back open arm chairs, the seats of serpentine outline upholstered
in Regency striped material, raised on cabriole supports 102cm h x 54cm w x 45cm d £40-60

Frames loose, both have old repairs to the back

965 A 19th Century Continental drop flap mahogany dining table, raised on 6 turned and reeded supports, brass
caps and ceramic casters together with 4 extra leaves 70cm h x 114cm w x 58cm l when closed x 167cm when
extended £40-60

Contact marks in places

966 A 19th Century mahogany corner cabinet with moulded cornice fitted shelves enclosed by a panelled door, the
base fitted 1 long and 2 dummy drawers 131cm h x 85cm w x 60cm d £30-40

967 An 18th/19th Century bleached oak cabinet with shelved interior enclosed by panelled doors 101cm h x 203cm
w x 38cm d £60-80

The top is warped and has a split

968 A Victorian gilt painted show frame nursing chair upholstered in tapestry material raised on cabriole supports
108cm h x 53cm w x 53cm d £40-50

This lot is structurally sound (as is the webbing) and is generally in good condition.

969 A 19th Century mahogany 3 step, step commode inset red leather panels, on turned supports 64cm h x 77cm
w x 46cm d £80-120

Leather is scuffed

970 A Regency mahogany chiffonier, the raised back fitted 2 shelves, the base fitted a drawer with writing slope
above 2 short drawers and cupboard enclosed by arched panelled doors, with turned columns to the side
146cm h x 85cm w x 39cm d ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

The top is warped, light scratches and ring marks, sun bleaching to the panels

971 A Victorian bleached mahogany washstand/writing table with 3/4 gallery, fitted 2 drawers, raised on turned
supports with H framed stretcher 81cm h x 121cm w x 57cm d £120-150

The top has ring marks and there is a 10cm section of beading missing to the right hand front edge below the
drawer. There are no other missing sections of veneer.

972 Pierre Vandel of Paris, a tubular black and gilt metal 4 tier bookcase/shelving unit 190cm h x 90cm w x 37cm d
£100-150

Three of the glass shelves are replacements, the top and bottom shelf are missing

973 Pierre Vandel of Paris, a pair of black ebonised and gilt metal tubular lamp tables 38cm h x 50cm w x 41cm
£100-150

One table with loose leg, contact marks to the glass

974 Pierre Vandel of Paris, a black and gilt tubular metal rectangular nest of 2 interfitting coffee tables 34cm h x
105cm w x 54cm d £100-150

Contact marks to the glass
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975 A 19th Century mahogany 3 step, step commode with sliding section to the centre, red inset surface to the top
65cm h x 76cm w x 36cm d £80-120

Contact marks to the leather, section of veneer missing to the top step

976 A 19th Century mahogany triple breakfront bookcase fitted shelves enclosed by arch shaped astragal glazed
doors raised on ogee bracket feet 122cm h x 183cm w x 36cm d £160-200

Contact marks and light scratches in places. The lot is complete with keys and the locks are working

977 A 1930's oval Queen Anne style carved figured walnut card table raised on cabriole, ball and claw supports
75cm h x 91cm w x 45cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

978 A Victorian rectangular carved oak side table fitted a drawer, on turned and block supports with H framed
stretcher 76cm h x 78cm w x 50cm d £100-150

Contact marks in places

979 A pair of Victorian carved walnut open arm chairs upholstered in light buttoned material and bobbin turned
decoration, raised on turned supports 102cm h x 68cm w x 64cm d £50-75

Frames loose

980 A 19th/20th Century mahogany extending dining table with 1 extra leaf, on cabriole supports 76cm h x 149cm l
x 105cm w (no winder) £50-75

Contact marks and light scratches in places

981 A 1930's beech framed single cane bergere armchair upholstered in blue material, raised on turned supports
89cm h x 69cm w x 70cm d £50-75

This chair has some light contact marks to the extremities and there are some very minor breaks to the cane
on both arms. The back rest is not caned.

982 A 19th Century oval inlaid Kingwood 2 tier etagere with gilt metal mounts raised on square tapered supports
86cm h x 81cm w x 50cm d £160-200

Veneer lifting slightly to the top, upper section is loose, has 2 replacement screws, sections of veneer missing
to the eg

983 A 19th Century mahogany writing/library table fitted a frieze drawer on square supports with turned H framed
stretcher, brass caps and casters 68cm h x 111cm w x 69cm d £40-60

Top is warped and has a split

984 A Georgian inlaid mahogany bow front corner cabinet, shelved interior enclosed by panelled doors 105cm h x
68cm w x 47cm d £40-60

Escutcheon missing

985 A Victorian mahogany show frame open arm chair upholstered pink floral buttoned material, raised on turned
supports 89cm h x 58cm w x 52cm d £40-60

Frame loose

986 A reproduction 17th Century Ipswich style carved hutch cabinet enclosed by a panelled door with undertier,
raised on turned and block supports 92cm h x 92cm w x 37cm d £120-150

The top is split, ring and water marks

987 A rectangular oak coffee table raised on turned and block supports with box framed stretcher 45cm h x 106cm
w x 51cm d £50-75

988 A Georgian mahogany oval drop flap dining table, fitted a frieze drawer, raised on club supports 71cm h x
121cm x 45cm £40-60

Damage to rule joint, top has pitting and a ring mark
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989 A pair of Georgian style wing armchairs upholstered in brown leather, raised on cabriole supports 112cm h x
79cm w x 78cm (seats 32cm x 49cm) £240-280

One has a 6cm tear to the arm

990 A Victorian ebonised and inlaid walnut D shaped credenza with raised mirrored back, fitted a cupboard
enclosed by a panelled door, flanked by bow front cupboards enclosed by panelled doors, raised on a platform
base 149cm h x 150cm w x 42cm d £150-200

Contact marks and light scratches in places

991 Gil and Reigate of London, a Queen Anne style figured walnut card table of crescent form, fitted a drawer,
raised on octagonal turned supports with shaped stretcher 72cm x 76cm w x 38cm d £180-220

Veneer to top is bubbling slightly, small section of veneer missing to the shaped stretcher

992 A set of 8 Victorian carved walnut bar back dining chairs, the mid rail with bobbin turned decoration 88cm h x
43cm w x 40cm d £80-120

Frames loose, the upholstery is stained in places, contact marks throughout

993 A Victorian arched plate cheval mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the base of serpentine outline
159cm h x 82cm w x 61cm d £160-200

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, small section of veneer missing to the stretcher

994 A 17th/18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with iron lock front, 68cm h x 141cm w x 60cm d (
photo centre pages ) £150-250

Hinge and lid are a/f and split, panel to the base is loose

995 A Victorian square light oak 2 tier revolving bookcase 92cm h x 53cm w x 48cm d £100-150

Scratches and sun bleaching in places

996 A Chinese rectangular hardwood opium/coffee table on scroll supports 28cm h x 68cm w x 30cm d £80-120

Slight chip to the top

997 A pair of 19th Century mahogany bar back carver chairs with overstuffed seats, raised on turned and reeded
supports 87cm h x 55cm w x 46cm d £160-200

998 A Queen Anne style carved oak stool, on cabriole, claw and ball supports, seat upholstered in red and gold
material 40cm h x 61cm w x 40cm d £40-60

Some stains to upholstery

999 A 19th Century bleached mahogany chest of 5 drawers with oval gilt ring drop handles, on bracket feet 105cm
h x 84cm w x 54cm d, labelled to the back John Laird and Sons Glasgow £80-120

Sun bleached, top is scratched, one brass ring drop handle is missing

1000 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bedside cabinet with raised back above recess and panelled door, on a
platform base 83cm h x 41cm w x 36cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

1001 A Howard style winged armchair upholstered in red and gold material 89cm h x 81cm w x 88cm d (seat 34cm x
46cm) £50-75

Light stains to the arms

1002 A William IV carved mahogany show frame double drop arm sofa, raised on turned supports 94cm h x 106 w x
73cm d (seat 97cm x 49cm) £100-150

Contact marks in places, stains to the upholstery, 2 holes to the arm

1003 A Victorian mahogany partners desk with green inset writing surface, the top fitted 2 long and 2 short drawers,
the sides fitted 2 chart drawers, the pedestals fitted 6 short drawers and cupboards 80cm h x 182cm w x
120cm c £200-300

Some scuff marks to the leather in places and contact marks in places
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1004 An Edwardian carved oak open arm chair with spindle decoration 100cm h together with a similar nursing chair
96cm h £40-60

Frames and upholstery are loose

1005 An 18th Century oak bureau, the fall front revealing a stepped interior fitted drawers above 4 drawers with
replacement brass swan neck drop handles, raised on bracket feet 102cm h x 86cm w x 46cm d £40-60

The top is warped, ring and water marks, small section of timber missing to the fall front

1006 Robert Thompson (Mouseman), an oak ladderback chair with seat upholstered in leather, raised on turned and
block supports with box framed stretcher 85cm h x 45cm w x 42cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

Sun bleached, water stained in places, the leather seat is dry

1007 Robert Thompson (Mouseman), 2 carved oak ashtrays decorated with mice 4cm x 10cm x 7cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

1008 Robert Thompson (Mouseman), an octagonal carved oak cheese/bread board carved a mouse 27cm x 31cm (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

Cut marks in places

1009 A Georgian style oval hardwood card table fitted a drawer with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on
square tapered supports, spade feet 79cm h x 92cm w x 45cm d £50-75

The top is warped, water marks

1010 A 1950's Louis style carved walnut occasional table of serpentine outline and blue veined marble top, raised
on cabriole supports 39cm h x 62cm w x 63cm d £50-75

Contact marks and scratches in places

1011 A Victorian pierced and carved oak hall chair with shaped back and seat, on turned supports 88cm h x 43cm w
x 34cm d £30-50

Split to back and baes, frame is loose

1012 An 18th Century elm dough bin with hinged lid, interior fitted 2 sections, raised on turned and block supports
83cm h x 129cm w x 57cm d £80-120

Top is split, section of new timber let in, signs of old but treated worm, ring marks to top

1013 An 18th Century circular oak tea table on turned column and tripod base 49cm h x 76cm diam. £40-60

Top is split, bleached and water marked, possible replacement block to the base

1014 A 1930's oak and metal tea gong complete with beater 69cm h x 44cm x 25cm £30-50

1015 An Italian style carved oak X framed folding armchair 83cm h x 69cm w x 54cm d £50-75

Paint splashes, chipboard block has been placed on the back

1016 A Victorian mahogany pole screen with circular Berlin woolwork banner on a circular base 135cm h £30-50

1017 Robert Thompson (Mouseman), a rectangular oak stool with woven leather seat, raised on turned and block
supports 36cm h x 33cm w x 26cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

Split to 1 of the sections of leather, leather is dry, split to top of 1 of the legs

1018 A light oak 5 drawer apprentice style chest on bracket feet 34cm h x 29cm w x 24cm d, with brass handles
£50-75

One handle is missing, there is a stain to the top

1019 A 17th Century oak refectory table with arcaded decoration, raised on cup and cover supports with later plank
top 77cm h x 213cm l x 92cm w ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

There are 4 drilled holes to the top of the base at each corner. There is a large crack to one of the cup and
cover supports
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1020 A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest inlaid satinwood stringing, fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised
on bracket feet 89cm h x 103cm w x 53cm d £80-120

The top and sides are slightly warped, there is a split to the top and to the sides

1021 A Georgian mahogany chest with brushing slide above 4 long graduated drawers with brass swan neck drop
handles, raised on bracket feet 80cm h x 87cm w x 47cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Top is warped, contact marks, light scratches and pitting in places

1022 A Queen Anne walnut chest fitted 1 long drawer above an arrangement of 5 drawers, raised on cabriole
supports 78cm h x 79cm w x 47cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The top has a split, warped, sun bleached and contact marks in places

1023 A 20th Century Oriental hardwood chest of 2 short and 2 of drawers with gilt swan neck drop handles raised on
shaped supports with carved apron  81cm h x 106cm w x 51cm d £80-120

Top is slightly warped, contact and water marks in places

1024 An 17th Century Dutch oak cabinet on stand, the upper section with moulded cornice enclosed by a panelled
door, the (possibly later) base fitted 2 drawers, raised on turned supports 170cm h x 100cm w x 46cm d
£150-200

The inset panels in the doors are cracked, there are some minor knocks to the extremities and the base is
possibly later than the top.

1025 An 18th Century oak settle with raised back, the seat formed of iron straps, raised on turned supports 102cm h
x 170cm w x 71cm d £100-150

1026 A reproduction 18th Century Jacobean style oak dresser, the raised back fitted shelves flanked by pair of
cupboards the base fitted 2 long drawers flanked by cupboards, raised on cup and cover supports 192cm h x
152cm w x 54cm d £80-100

There is a split to the top

1027 An Edwardian Georgian style chest of serpentine outline of 4 long drawers raised on shaped bracket feet 88cm
h x 96cm w x 56cm d £150-180

The top is slightly warped, contact and pitting marks in places

1028 A 19th Century beech and elm Windsor stick and rail back kitchen carver chair with solid seat, raised on turned
supports with H framed stretcher 81cm h x 52cm w x 50cm d £50-75

The chair is warped and misshapen but structurally sound, reduced in height

1029 An 18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid 64cm h x 113cm w x 57cm d £120-150

Signs of old but treated worm in places, replacement hinges

1030 A pair of Victorian Carolean style pierced and ebonised high back chairs with overstuffed seats, raised on
turned and block supports 125cm h x 49cm w x 40cm d £50-75

Frames are loose

1031 An Edwardian oak Sutherland table raised on slender outswept supports 68cm h x 68cm w x 19cm d £40-60

1032 A Victorian Jacobean style oak chest on stand with geometric mouldings, the upper section fitted 3 drawers,
the base fitted a drawer, raised on cup and cover supports with wavy stretcher 165cm h x 107cm w x 54cm d
£150-200

Water and contact marks throughout

1033 A 19th Century Chinese light hardwood sideboard fitted 3 long drawers above 2 short drawers above triple
cupboard, having gilt metal drop handles 93cm h x 151cm w x 58cm d £100-150

Pitting, contact and marks in places, top is slightly warped
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1034 A 19th/20th Century Chinese hardwood cabinet, the interior fitted shelf and 2 drawers enclosed by a panelled
door, the base fitted 2 drawers with carved and pierced apron 176cm h x 103cm w x 46cm d £80-120

The lock to the door is a/f

1035 A 19th Century Chinese bleached hardwood cabinet enclosed by a pair of panelled doors with circular gilt
metal panel and pierced carved apron 208cm high x 115cm w   x 57cm d £80-120

Split to the side, slight warp to top

1036 Maple and Co, an Edwardian Chippendale style dressing table with blind fretwork decoration fitted a
rectangular plate mirror, the base with 2 glove drawers above 2 long drawers, raised on cabriole supports
174cm h x 106cm w x 57cm d £80-120

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, top slightly warped, contact marks in places

1037 A Victorian circular inlaid walnut Loo table raised on 4 turned columns 62cm h x 104cm w x 76cm d £40-60

Top is warped, sun damaged, contact marks in places

1038 A 1930's figured walnut cabinet with fall front enclosed by pair of panelled doors 113cm h x 67cm w x 40cm d
£40-60

1039 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany show frame wing armchair upholstered in light coloured material raised on
square tapered supports, spade feet 97cm h x 58cm w x 62cm d £50-75

1040 A Victorian mahogany and brass banded writing slope, the lid with brass plate marked J H Kitson 15cm h x
40cm w x 24cm d £40-60

Top is pitted and scratched in places, interior missing, escutcheon to front is missing

1041 A Georgian style oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, on a base of
serpentine outline fitted 3 drawers, raised on ogee bracket feet 59cm h x 43cm w x 21cm d £30-40

1042 An Edwardian style mahogany bow front, drop pedestal sideboard with raised back, the centre fitted 2 drawers
flanked by cupboards with drawers above cupboard, (replacement handles) on cabriole supports 125cm h x
184cm w x 57cm d £30-40

1043 An Edwardian mahogany desk with inset red leather writing surface fitted a long frieze drawer, 1 pedestal fitted
4 short drawers the other a cupboard to the side, 74cm h x 108cm w x 60cm d £80-120

Lock to middle drawer is missing, 2 escutcheons are missing, split to side, top is warped and sun bleached

1044 A William IV mahogany open armchair, seat and back upholstered in green striped material, raised on turned
supports 98cm h x 65cm w x 51cm d £60-80

Frame loose

1045 A 19th Century style oval mahogany drop flap butler's tray on stand 48cm h x 4cm w x 69cm d £50-75

Some sun bleaching, light scuffing and contact marks

1046 A 19th Century circular mahogany folding coaching table, the top with cribbage board 52cm h x 39cm diam.
£50-75

Top is warped, contact, ring marks and stains in places

1047 A 19th Century mahogany stick and bar back training chair with woven cane seat on turned supports 94cm h x
28cm w x 25cm d £50-75

Wear to the stretcher

1048 A Victorian pine dog kennel dresser, the raised back with moulded cornice above 2 shelves, the base fitted 1
long and 2 short drawers flanked by cupboards 196cm h x 147cm w x 46cm d £200-250

Tops is warped and sun bleached, pitting in places, cupboard doors have replacement hinges

1049 A Victorian ebonised show frame armchair, raised on turned and fluted supports 69cm h x 64cm w x 55cm d
£40-60

Wear to the upholstery on the back of the left back arm
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1050 A Victorian arch shaped dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, base of serpentine
outline 62cm h x 54cm w x 25cm d £30-50

1051 A Victorian pine wash stand with raised 3/4 gallery fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers with replacement ceramic
handles, raised on square tapered supports 97cm h x 91cm w x 46cm d £50-75

Top is warped, water marked and sun bleached in places

1052 A Victorian mahogany metamorphic library steps, when in the form of a ladderback chair 89cm x 43cm x 35cm
when converted to a 4 tread library step 88cm h x 34cm w x 57cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Does not close true as a chair, there is a split to the seat and the brass fittings are possibly later

1053 A Victorian mahogany pedestal desk with inset red leather writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers
74cm h x 107cm w x 60cm d £100-150

Sun bleached to the top, leather marked in places

1054 A 19th Century circular plate wall mirror, contained in a mahogany frame, the base incorporating a niche and
drawer 50cm h x 31cm w x 12cm d £40-60

1055 A Victorian show frame mahogany open armchair with bobbin turned decoration, upholstered in blue material
with bobbin turned decoration, raised on turned supports 102cm h x 64cm w x 61cm d, together with a nursing
chair 97cm h x 55cm w x 33cm d £50-75

Frames are loose, contact marks in places

1056 A set of 6 Victorian carved mahogany bar back dining chairs with shaped mid rails, bobbin turned decoration
and over stuffed seats, raised on turned supports 89cm h x 45cm w x 43cm d £40-60

1057 A 19th Century mahogany extending dining table with 2 extra leaves raised on turned supports ending in brass
caps and casters, 74cm h x 109cm w x 104cm l x 148cm l when extended £70-100

Contact marks in places, some shrinkage to top

1058 An 18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid, raised on bracket feet 69cm h x 129cm w x
61cm d £120-150

The lid is a possible later replacement to which there is a split, is slightly warped and has ring and contact
marks in places

1059 A Victorian carved mahogany chaise longue with bobbin turned decoration upholstered in blue material, raised
on turned supports 174cm h x 166cm w x 60cm d (seat 110cm w x 47cm d) £50-75

The upholstery has some minor sun bleaching throughout but is free from any staining. The frame is sturdy
and is generally in good condition.

1060 A Victorian style arched plate mirror contained in a carved walnut frame decorated fruits 102cm x 51cm £60-80

1061 A 19th Century arched plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, base of serpentine
outline, 76cm h x 68cm w x 30cm d £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, small section of veneer missing to the base

1062 A rectangular glass and mahogany table top display cabinet 23cm h x 54cm w x 39cm d £40-60

Section of glass missing to the side

1063 An Edwardian rectangular oak side table with brown inset writing surface fitted a drawer, raised on square
tapered supports 74cm h x 76cm w x 46cm d £50-75

This lot has some minor staining to the top and some small knocks and dents to the front of the legs. It is
otherwise in good condition.

1064 A Victorian mahogany flush commode with hinged lid (no liner), raised on bun feet 46cm h x 58cm w x 47cm d
£50-75

Top slightly warped, ring, contact marks and pitting in places
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1065 A Victorian bleached mahogany clerk's slope with 3/4 gallery and hinged lid above 1 long drawer, raised on
turned supports 107cm h x 76cm w x 51cm d £40-60

Repair to the 3/4 gallery, water marks, brass escutcheon missing, sun bleached

1066 A pair of Georgian elm slat back dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs and upholstered drop in
seats, raised on square tapered supports with H framed stretcher 97cm h x 50cm w x 41cm d, a Georgian
Hepplewhite style slat back chair with pierced vase shaped slat back and upholstered drop in seat on square
tapered supports with H framed stretcher 93cm h x 53cm w x 44cm d (slat is split, front rail is broken) and a
similar Chippendale style mahogany slat back dining chair on square supports 95cm h x 53cm w x 40cm d
£40-60

Frames are loose all have contact marks in places

1067 A Georgian mahogany oval drop flap dining table raised on club supports with pad feet 72cm h x 139cm x
53cm £50-75

Water and contact marks in places
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